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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The nature of our modern slums is a complex social and

physical phenomena, and the planner must approach the problems

related to slum redevelopment in a manner which is not narrow

or parochial in scope. Solutions to the problems inherent

with American slums will only begin to be resolved when we

cast aside the antiquated concept that the slums will disappear

simply by hygienic and technological renovation of slum sites

just as we earlier had to abandon the false theory that slums

would disappear and housing conditions for the poor would

improve by a "filter down" process if only enough new housing

of higher quality could be built by private enterprise.

However, important as these combined considerations are

in the redevelopment process they do not go far enough in

striking at the heart of the problem. When determining a

course of corrective action something constructive must be

done about eradicating the causes which allow slums to exist

and grow. If the causes of slums were merely physical or even

financial the solutions would be relatively easy and uncom-

plicated. Unfortunately this is not the case. They frequently

are much more detached and abstract in character, and because

of this, the problems are infinitely more complex. If there

are solutions they must also involve changing the social

attitudes, mores and patterns of millions of Americans. These

concepts and actions have been ingrained in us for generations.



The dark shadows of pride, prejudice, fear and suspicion must

be laid to rest. There must be a social awareness on the

part of upper socio-economic groups and government to the

disabling effects of allowing social, economic and spiritual

poverty among certain groups to exist.

If we allow our callow indifference in these matters to

endure, then we as a nation will be guilty of unnecessarily

condemning untold numbers of born and unborn human beings

alike to the ash heap of human waste without allowing them

to bring to fruition their God-given talents and abilities

in a nation which espouses the concepts of equality and

dignity of all without reference to race, creed, or color.

The slums of today owe their existence to the conditions

which were fostered under the Industrial Revolution both in

Europe (17S0) and America (I83O). The displacement of the

home or crafts industries by the machine and new methods of

centralization and mass production forced the skilled and

unskilled alike into urban centers to work in the factories.

It was then that the modern slums as we know them began to

grow. The low images which were paid permitted no decent

quarters and the rapidly increasing industries multiplied the

number of the urban masses.

Housing had to be provided, but because of the rapid

inflow of workers into these areas housing was inadequate.

New sections were created consisting entirely of tenements

for manual workers. These tenements were poorly designed.

Living quarters were forced into basements, into attics, or

any other available space. The rooms were small and ceilings



low, 3aths were omitted; what toilet facilities and water

outlets there were had to be shared by several tenants.

These so-called houses were firetraps which were unsanitary

and deteriorated rapidly.

In the United States the process of urbanization was

quicker than in Europe due to the rapid expansion of industry

in the North caused oy the Civil War and the expansion of the

railroads westward. These developments sparked the internal

migration of rural Americans into the cities, while at the

same time there came the great waves of immigrants from Europe.

Both of these groups consisted mainly of low-paid manual la-

borers who in most cases could not speak, read or write Eng-

lish. Because of this fact it was next to impossible to in-

tegrate them into existing social patterns and technically

difficult to find or provide decent housing for which the

newcomers, foreign or native, could afford an economic rent.

In 1914, the peak immigration year, 1,218,1+80 persons

came to the United States. The great majority of these people

stayed in the cities and were subject to unscrupulous land-

lords and employers alike. They filled the existing slums

and created new ones. Since most American homes and tenements

were wooden structures which quickly decayed without proper

2
maintenance, the process of blighting whole areas was rapid.

Jacob A. Riis describes the shabby living conditions

endured by those immigrant workers in New York City just prior

1. Bergel, Egon Ernest. Urban Sociology. HcC-raw, Hill

Book Company Inc. New York, 1955. P- W2.
2. Ibid . , pp. 412-1*13.



to the turn of the century. 3 During this period of the 1890 's

there were some 37,000 tenant houses that were the dispair of

the city's sanitarians and in which 1,200,000 people lived.

What these slums were and are and how they achieved

their ugly imminence is a dark and sordid story drawn from

various public records. In the slums all the influences which

made for evil were found. 3ecause they were and are the

sources of epidemics which carry disease and death to the

privileged and underprivileged alike without respect for race,

religion or national background, they wore the nurseries of

pauperism and crime that filled the jails and police courts.

They provided the source of some ^0,000 human wrecks which

were shipped off to the island asylums and workhouses each

year; they turned out in one eight-year period (during the

1880 's and 1890's) some 500,000 beggars to prey upon the cities

charities. From these slums areas came a standing army of

some 10,000 tramps. Worst of all was the deadly moral conta-

gion which i<ras spawned in the areas. Such were the conditions

into which the people from the old and new xrorld alike were

relegated because of their ignorance and poverty.

During this same period (1880's and 1890 's) the landlords

who provided housing in these slum areas for the low-income

groups did, as they still do, a thriving business with a high

economic return on their investment. The keeping of these

slum dwellings was generally a speculative one. The returns

3. Riis, Jacob A., How the Other Half Lives . Charles

Scribner's Sons, New York, 1917, PP. 169-170.
1*. Ibid . , pp. 2-3.



on the investment of the owner of these slum tenements rarely

fell below 15 percent and frequently it exceeded 30 percent

per year. The complaint among tenants of these slum dwellings

was universal that they were totally uncared for, and that

requests to have maintenance performed and that necessary

repair be made foil on deaf ears. The rent agent's instruc-

tions were simple and final: they were to collect the rent

in advance and if they failed they were to have the occupants

ejected.

This attitude was several decades later characterized in

a statement by Harry Barnes, Britain's great housing authority

during the 1930 's when he made the observation that:

There is no money in housing the poorest people
well, he wrote. There has always been money in hous-
ing them ill."

The economic factors which cause slums and which helps

keep them in existence has alxirays been the relation between

the skills and abilities one has to offer and what market

value is placed upon these skills and abilities. Upon ar-

rival these people became enmeshed in an economic system

tirhich offered no guarantee and little security.

One did not have to be an orthodox adherent of the

marginal productivity theory of wages, which states in refer-

ence to labor that the wage rate cannot exceed the marginal

value product of labor; since any unit of labor may be the

5. Ibid . , p. k.
6. Palmer, Charles ITorrest, Adventures of a Slum Fighter .

Tapper and Love, Inc., Atlanta; Van Rees Press, Hew York, 1955,
P. 19.
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marginal unit, the rate of pay necessary to bring the marginal

unit of labor into production, marks the maximum the entrepre-

neur will pay to retain any other unit in employment, to re-

alize that certain type of work, especially the types that

were available to the newly arrived immigrants, could be paid

only at a scale too low for a satisfactory income. If com-

pensation was raised above a certain level, the services were

discontinued because people could not -afford to pay for them.

In times of depression the unskilled workers, although they

received the lowest wages, were the first to lose their jobs

because their services were least essential. The thousands of

menial jobs—dishwashers, cleaners, messengers, deliverymen,

redcaps, porters, doormen, domestic servants, nightwatchmen,

etc., are individually employed only because their services

were and are cheap.

Economic poverty is the foundation of the slums. The

Mexicans of Wichita accepted wages which did not permit them

to rent suitable dwellings. Similarly, the Poles, Germans,

and Irish who came to this country to work in the mines or

railroads received beloxf subsistence wages and could afford

only substandard housing. Low incomes force people to live

in slums, but such groups are never too audible because they

•7

are used to even worse conditions.'

It is regretable when one looks back to this period of

mass immigration because of the high repute in which we as a

nation were held by these immigrants. Indeed, we invited and

7. 3ergel, Egon Ernest, Urban Sociology . McGraw, Hill

Book Company Inc., Kew York, 1955, P. 411.



asked for the poor, the^needy and the downtrodden. V/e offered

peace and freedom from tyranny. Industrialists sent their

agents abroad to recruit people for our expanding national

industries and offered jobs supposedly paying good wages.

However, the contrary was true. The immigrants, when

they arrived, were met by segregation, prejudice, and economic

privation. These attitudes and conditions are not something

of the past. They still prevail today in sometimes modified

form in the slums of our so-called modern large cities such

as New York and Chicago. In the slums of today because of

existing social conditions the slum dweller's plight is worse

than they were in the days of large scale immigration due to

the extremes which exist between the middle and the lower

classes in such areas as education and economic opportunity

and the color of an individuals skin.

A case in point is an area which is referred to in Chicago

as the Black 3elt. It is an area or district, of six square

miles on the South Side back of Lake Michigan where most o.f

Chicago Negroes live.

The Black Belt was only slightly larger in 1950
than at the end of the first V/orld afar, although the
number of nonwhites in the city had increased dramati-
cally—from 109,595 in 1920 to 277,731 in 19^0 and
to 519,^37 in 1950. It always had been very difficult
for Negroes to get housing in areas that had been
occupied by whites, and when rent control prevented
their, from out-bidding whites for rental units, it

became virtually impossible. After rent control was
undermined and restrictive covenants were declared
unenforceable, Negroes could sometimes buy or rent in
white neighborhoods, although it was still difficult
to do so. If they x^ould sell to Negroes at all, whites—
usually real estate operators who served Negroes—found
it more convenient to deal only in housing at the periph-
ery of the Negro districts, and a Negro who moved into a



white neighborhood had reason to fear violence from
which the police would not be likely to protect him .

These restrictions accounted in part for the fact that

the Negro districts show-ed little sign of dissolving
as the older colonies of Jews, Poles, Italians and
other ethnic minorities had done or were doing."

This forced isolation of the Negro population in Chicago

has resulted in population densities of from 75,000 to 90,000

per square mile in this area. One Chicago writer succinctly

stated the fact when he complained bitterly that:

In this black man-heap there is no such thing as

a vacancy, though outside (the 31ack Belt) there are

twenty square miles of vacant land labeled white ."

The situation in Chicago is typified in the Harlem of Hew

York with its Spanish and Negro population and in most other

major cities of the United States with a large negro popula-

tion. This aggregation is partly due to acceleration in the

mechanization of farms in the South and the automation of

urban industries.

It is interesting to note how the slums of today have

become ghettos exclusively for the Negro. It might be argued

that this is not entirely true because of the influx of the

poor white southern into the urban centers of both North and

South. However, in time they will be allowed to follow the

path of the Jews, Irish, and Poles from the purgatory of the

slums. It must be said that the near future for the Negro

does not necessarily hold out this promise unless there is a

radical change in the social customs and mores of the whites

8. Keyerson, Martin and Edward C. 3anfield. planning

and the Public Interest. The Free Press, Glencoe, Illinois,

1955, P. 31.
9. Ibid., p. 32.



toward the negroes. The federal government has in recent

years triad to give impetus to this change; however, if there

is to be a radical change it will depend chiefly on the at-

titudes of the white citizenry and how susceptible they are

to this type of social readjustment.

There is much said about the necessity of educating the

Negro race as a whole. This leads to the conclusion that if

the Negro becomes well educated his lot will be equal to that

of the white man's and while education will help the Negro in

this age of specialization and automation and lift him out of

the ranks of the unskilled or semi-skilled to which occupa-

tions he has been more or less chained it will not so easily

solve his problems. Unless, he is freely able to use and

exchange his newly acquired talents and skills in the open

market without discrimination, his problems will increase and

his frustration will be compounded. Rather, it is the whites

who must become educated to the needs and social aspirations

of the Negroes and poor whites alike who inhabit our modern

s lums

.

These types of enforced living conditions have over the

years led to the serious blighting found in many of our major

cities in the areas surrounding the central business dis-

tricts. Therefore, there is a tendency to associate the

blight with old structures, and to believe that blight is

entirely a matter of obsolesence. However, this is an over

simplification of the basic facts. Old buildings are not in

themselves undesirable. If well planned and constructed xvith
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proper spacing, landscaping and surroundings, old buildings

may be preferable to new construction.

Blight and its effects cannot be understood nor deter-

mined merely by the age of a structure, nor is it a matter

of dilapidated structures only; and it is immaterial in this

connection whether the structures are residential, commercial,

industrial, public or semi-public. The condition of the

structure, if dilapidated, is symptomatic of something deeper.

Blight is not, by its chemistry, exclusively found only

in the central city or in the older parts of the city. It is

also found in the newer portions of the city along major

routes of transportation and traffic. It is almost a maxim

to say that whenever and wherever incompatible land uses are

permitted, blight invariably takes root and spreads. Such

areas of mixed land use are scattered throughout our cities,

evidencing poor zoning practises, causing pockets of blight.

For the same reason, river fronts which once were places of

natural beauty or could be efficient industrial districts,

are today neither. Wherever municipal services are lacking

or are limited, blight appears ; inadequate drainage in low-

lying areas; absence of public water supply, sewage disposal,

and/or utilities; improperly planned street patterns, or

inadequate streets; and poor subdivision design. Wherever

the la;id is over-built, blight also appears. Multiple threads

seem to be woven and interwoven into a complex pattern of

blight causation. Basic to all of these physical factors,

however, is land use. In brief, improper land use is the

underlying cause. Blight may thus be defined as uneconomic
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land use, uneconomic in terms of human considerations, human

needs, human conveniences.

A city is more than a collection of houses, apartments

buildings, and hotels. A city is more than a group of busi-

ness establishments, industrial plants, streets, public

institutions, or any of the component parts of a physical

city. A city is an interrelated whole, not because it is a

super-organic entity, nor because some natural law, economic

or otherwise, moves its parts, but because a city is composed

of living, breathing, active people, who work, play and move

about, making the urban aggregate a functioning, integrated

unit. Ample space for all land uses, properly interrelated,

with adequate means for circulation becomes essential. Any-

thing that limits or impedes this condition is a blighting

influence.

In the 1930 's the Chicago Plan Commission touched on the

human aspects of blight in its definition of a slum as a

degree of blight that goes so deep as to make of the neighbor-

hood a shelter for vice, crime and shiftlessness . Human con-

siderations, however, enter before this stage is reached; and

human considerations are equally vital regardless of the de-

gree, high or low, or human deterioration.

If cities exist for human purposes, to facilitate

ploasant living, the human and social effects also become

important. Slight is, therefore, economic and/or societal

improper land use, and extreme blight is uneconomic and/or

dehumanizing land use.
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Unfortunately, the symptoms of blight rather than the

basic causes have been the major concern of government and

society in the past. Therefore, new blight is being created

continuously in various sections of our cities. Proper land

use, however, may further increase the cost of housing, yet

if it is a prerequisite to decent, safe and sanitary housing,

xfe face a dilemma unless society through government is ready

and willing adequately to underwrite decent, safe and sanitary

housing, based on proper land use, for those who cannot now

afford it. 10

The cost of urban blight is not cheap and annually runs

into billions of dollars. It has been estimated that the

average per capita cost for local governments to service its

entire citizenry in the average city is about $60 per person,

while in slum areas the per capita costs are $1^0 a year.

Studies were undertaken in two cities, one in the East and

one in the South, which are typical ''of the economics of slums

and how the cost for their maintenanoe is disbursed. The

Eastern City, in one year received $108 more in per capita

revenue from its good residential areas than it spent there,

while its slums cost $88 more per person than they yielded.

In the southern city's slum areas the contribution in property

taxes was only 5.5 percent of total city's contribution, while

it required 53 percent of the city's health, police, fire and

other service facilities.

10. Hendahl, Revel. Urban Renewal . The Scarecrow Press,
Inc., New York, 1959, p. 3 :K
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These cities are not unique. They are unfortunately only

too typical of cities with a slum condition. Such cities as

Cleveland, Boston, 3uffalo and St. Louis each pour 7 to 8

million dollars annually into slum drains and have little

positive results to show in the x-ray of eradication of slum

conditions. On a national scale, with approximately 20

million people living in our slums, our national bill for the

preservation of slums easily exceeds 2 billion dollars per

year.

The Ik largest American cities with a combined total

population of 2k. $ million inhabitants expended an average

of :j>100 per capita in 19^8 for community operation and ser-

vice. In 195S, these same cities had increased their total

population slightly more than 500,000 persons but their per

capita expenditure had now risen to $150. This is a per capita

increase of 50 percent over an eight year period, and even with

allowance for a rise in the cost of living, and a demand for

new and improved services, the increase in cost appears to be

disproportionate to the slight increase in population.

It is not difficult to see from this data that the

operating cost of cities have risen sharply and to conclude

that slum deficits are perhaps a major factor causing these

higher operating costs. Rising rates of taxation to help pay

for these costs have been one of the many factors leading to

the mass exodus of people and industries from the central

city to seek new locations in the suburbs, thereby intensify-

ing the problems of the central city. It is hoped that urban

renewal projects in slum areas will help to reverse this
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trend by increasing the valuation of the land and the

revenues from it, while at the same time decreasing cost of

11service to these areas.

The intention of this paper is to investigate the nature

of blighted areas in general and the Keyway Urban Renewal

Area in Topeica, Kansas in particular. This, coupled with a

clarification of the role played by the Federal Government

through various slum clearance programs, particularly the

present urban renewal program and the attendant characteris-

tics of relocation. Fundamental to the success of any of

these programs, from the government's point of view, as well

as from that of the people involved, is consideration of the

slum dweller and his hoped-for rejuvenation in an environment

which will allow for an increase in socio-economic stability

both for himself and for the community.

To ascertain whether these hoped-for results in an urban

renewal project could be realized certain aspects of the

Topeka urban renewal project, particularly relocation, were

chosen for investigation. Shortly, after the initial federal

approval of the Keyway urban renewal program in December of

1953, the relocation section within the agency formulated a

Relocation Plan for the residents of the Keyway area. The

purpose of the plan was to develop in detail the specific

11. Explanatory footnote: For a more comprehensive

account of the economics of slum areas which are described

in the preceding paragraphs see: The Arithmetic of^Slum

Clearance pages 9 to 11. The New Republic—Nov. lo, 1959.

Washington 6, D.C.
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criteria necessary for relocation and the procedures required

for its implementation.

The specifics of this plan and its implementation center

about the relocation housing needs necessary to accommodate

6hS families, individuals and the relocation of 125 business

establishments from the project area onto approved relocation

sites in other areas of the city. Essentially, the relocation

plan concerns itself primarily with physical aspects of relo-

cation housing and the basis for determining housing which

was considered "decent, safe, and sanitary." Herein lies its

weakness.

While there is much that is laudable in the Topeka plan,

especially when considering the efforts of certain other

cities in relocation planning, it does not seem to go far

enough in some respects. It has already been pointed out

that the rehabilitation of blighted areas and their inhabi-

tants required more than technological attention. What

was also needed in the formulation of this plan was a cogent

awareness on the part of the agency of the social needs of

the relocatees and the necessity for providing a proper

environment to develop healthy social attitudes. Unfortunate-

ly, nowhere in the relocation plan was consideration given to

this premise nor was it really ever a significant factor in

the relocation process. Fundamentally, in the case of Topeka,

relocation broke down into the simple expedient of relocating

people from one area of blight and dilapidation in which the

majority lived in substandard housing into areas of dilapi-

dation where the relocatees live in standard housing. This
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seems inconsistent with what should be the hoped-for results

of urban renewal. The concept that while helping to material-

ly aid the relocatee physically by providing proper housing

aid should be given them in the form of providing an environ-

ment which will encourage them to readjust and develop a

sense of correct social awareness and responsibility.
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'CHAPTER II

GOVERNMENT ROLE IN HOUSING AND URBAN RENEWAL

It is the purpose of this chapter to highlight the past

and present role of the Federal Government in creation of

programs of slum clearance, housing and urban renewal. The

past efforts of the Federal Government in this direction are

mainly grouped into seven areas of endeavor.

1. Aids to private housing

2. Public housing

3. Slum clearance and urban renewal

4. Defense and war housing

5. Veteran's emergency housing

6. Farm housing

7. Housing statistics

The Federal Government's first important action was taken

in this field in 1892 when Congress passed a resolution to

provide the sum of $20,000 for an investigation of slums in

cities of 200,000 people or more.

This study did nothing in the way of stimulating any

legislation, but it did point up the official awareness of the

existence of slums and that problems did exist. It revealed

a change in relocation of the population. Where once we were

a rural nation we now were becoming an urbanized one. Three

American cities, Naw York, Chicago, and Philadelphia each had

1. Beyer, Glenn H. Housing: A Factual Analysis .

Macmillan Co., New York, 1958. p. 237.
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a population which at that time was in excess of 1,000,000.

Besides considering these three cities it should be noted

that there were 23 cities, each with a population in excess

of 100,000 where 20 years before there were only lU.

The Negro location and relocation was starting to become

a significant consideration during the period of the 1890 s.

Of the 7,500,000 Negroes in the United States one-fifth lived

in urban centers. It was estimated that between 1892 and

1910 the number of negroes living in the United States would

be doubled, however, the problems of housing the negro or any

other minority groups were not considered as a national prob-

lem by the Congress and consequently they were left to the

tender mercies of unscrupulous landlords and tenement house

speculators.

In 1913 Dr. George Haynes, professor sociology at Fisk

University defined the developing patterns of residential

segregation that were taking place.

Migration to the city is being follox«ad by segrega-

tion into districts and neighborhoods within the city. .

Thus the Negro Ghetto is growing up. The Negroes seek

other neighborhoods, just as the European immigrants who

are crowded into segregated sections of our cities seek

better surroundings when they are economically able to

secure them. 3ut a prejudiced opposition from his pro-

spective white neighbors confronts the Negro. . . .

Intelligence and culture do not discount color of skin.

Professions of democratic justice in the North and deeds

of individual kindness in the South have not yet secured

to the Negroes the unmolested residence in blocks with

white fellow-citizens. In northern cities where larger

liberty in some avenues obtains, the home life, the

church life, and much of the business and community life

of Negroes are carried on separately and apart from the

common life of the whole people.

In southern communities , with separate streetcar

laws separate places of amusement and recreation,
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separate hospitals, and separate cemeteries, there is

sharp cleavage between whites and Negroes, living and

Perhaps what might be called the first notable appear-

ance by the Federal Government in the area of public housing

occurred during World War I. It was then that Congress

authorized the United States Shipping Board and the Emergency

Fleet Corporation to provide low rent housing for war workers

in the nation's ship building industries. At the same time

Congress recommended and approved the establishment of a

Bureau of Industrial Housing and Transportation in the Depart-

ment of Labor. Subsequent to this legislation President Wilson

established by executive order the creation of the United

States Housing Corporation. However, this official interest

on the part of the Federal Government in public housing of

even a limited nature did not last for long.

There was little consideration given to the needs of

public housing for a period after World War I as housing was

thought to belong properly in the private segment of our econ-

omy, regardless of the fact that there were millions who were

improperly housed. This philosophy was to last through the

1920's until the Great Depression of the 1930's. It is during

this latter period that we see the Federal Government entering

the housing field on a broad, national scale.

In 1931, President Hoover called the "President's
Conference on Homebuilding and Home Ownership". This

2. "Housing: 196l Commission on Civil Rights Report."
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. p. 10.
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was followed, in July 1932, with the passage of the

Federal Home Loan Bank Act (still during the Hoover

administration) .3

This act established authority to give advances to all

type of lending institutions. These advances were secured

by first mortgages. It was hoped that with the passage of

this act which provided these local landing institutions with

the means of raising money there would be less necessity for

foreclosure.

However, this did not prove to be the case. During the

follotfing year, 1933, non-farm homes were being foreclosed at

the rate of 1000 a day. To meet this disappointing turn of

events Congress passed the Home Owner's Loan Act of 1933.

The new act was highly successful. It was a financing

measure which was in effect from 1933 until 1951- The purpose

of this Act was to relieve the distress of home owners faced

with foreclosure, and to aid lending institutions.

The mechanics of implementing these aims were not com-

plex. The Home Oimer's Loan Corporation accepted poor risk

mortgages which were held by private financial institutions in

exchange for HOLC bonds. These delinquent mortgages were then

refinanced by issuance to home owners of new mortgages with a

lower rate of interest. In the beginning the rate of interest

was 5 percent, later it- was scaled down to Ui percent. Another

added advantage to the home owner was the extended repayment

period. All obligations on the property, including back

3. Beyer, Glenn H.> Housing: A Factual Analysis .

Macmillan Co., New York. 1958. p. 240.
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taxes, were satisfied by this refinancing. IIOLC remained in

operation until 1951, although the program of refinancing

terminated in 1937. During this 18 year period it made one

million loans amounting to a sum of three billion dollars.

Of these one million loans only one-fifth had to be foreclosed

with these properties later being resold. It should be noted

that when HOLC terminated operations in 1951 it was liquidated

at a slight profit.

The next significant Federal government program was

developed under the National Housing Act passed in 193^-

One of the purposes of this Act was to create a

sounder mortgage system through the provisions of a

permanent system of government insurance for residential

mortgages made on a long-term, amortized basis. Another
purpose was "pump-priming", needed during this period
when the rate of new construction was extremely low.

The Federal Housing Administration was created to carry

out these objectives of the Act.^

The purpose of FHA was and is to encourage lending

institutions to loan money on both new and old properties.

FHA guarantees or insures these loans. FHA operates offices

in all states and territories. These offices act as insuring

agencies where they process all mortgage loan applications

submitted to them by approved lending institutions. Plans

and specifications for the home under consideration must be

filed with the loan application. 3y reviewing these plans the

agency is able to determine whether the property meets the

minimum requirements. All dwelling units are appraised by

FHA personnel to determine value so that the amount of the

k. Ibid.
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mortgage can be fixed. If there are projects of new construc-

tion inspectors visit the site in order to ascertain if the

construction of the unit is accordance with plan and specifica-

tions and to approve workmanship. It should be noted that the

bulk of this agency's work is in the area of single-family

dwellings with emphasis on new construction.

This program has been criticized in some respects because:

Emphasis has tended to be on housing for the middle-
income group primarily because of regulations which dis-
courage low-price and high-priced houses; e.g., the
"economic soundness" requirement which prevents FHA sup-
port for mortgages for low-income families, and ceilings
on mortgage limits, which prevent support for mortgages
on high-priced houses. In 1955, for example, the maximum
mortgage amount was $20,000 for one- or two-family dwel-
lings. The maximum loan-value ratio was 95 percent of
the first $9000 of approved value plus 75 percent of ad-
ditional value (if the property was approved for mortgage
insurance before construction was begun). The maximum
mortgage maturity was thirty years. These are maximum.
. . . the typical FHA-insured mortgage in 195^ amounted
to $8,S62, scheduled to be repaid in twenty-three years,
with monthly payments of $68.62 (including debt service,
real estate taxes, and hazard and FHA mortgage insurance
premiums

)

.5

FHA also insures mortgages on rental properties but as

compared to owner-occupied properties the number of this type

of properties is small.

Another important program which the agency carries on is

Title I loans. Under these loans the agency insures qualified

lending institutions against possible losses on loans which

are made to finance alteration, repair, improvement or conver-

sion of old homes.

5. Ibid . , p. 2V1.
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TEA during its existence has brought many benefits to

the field of home mortgage lending. It has influenced the

programs of lending institutions and our national mortgage

market. By its standards it has brought about improvement

in sound minimum design and better s: te planning along with

improved appraisal standards. Its oiggest asset is that, by-

its standards, it represents sound mortgage lending practices.

By its standards it has helped to develop a sound mortgage

system, with monthly amortization payments, longer repayment

periods and low interest rates on loans and in so doing has

been able to operate at a profit.

Another agency playing an important role in postwar home

financing has been the Veteran's Administration.

In 19irt Congress passed the Servicemen's Readjust-
ment Act, or as it became known, the "G I Bill of Sights".

Its purpose was to assist returning veterans to purchase
housing on a liberal basis. The primary requirement
needed to qualify was evidence of a job or income that
would indicate good repayment possibilities."

Under the provisions of this Act the Veterans Administra-

tion would guarantee 60 percent of a loan made by an approved

lending institution the maximum guarantee as of 1955 was

$7,400. During the period 19^ to 1950 a family could use a

combination of VA-ITIA loans. This allowed purchase of a home

with a 100 percent loan or no down payment. An example of the

mechanics of this arrangement was that the FHA would insure

the first 80 percent and the VA the remaining 20 percent.

However, after 1950 loans could not be secured using both

6. Ibid . , p. 2^3.
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sources. As of 1963 VA alone will insure 100 percent of the

loan for veterans and FHA insures up to 97 percent for any-

one for first $13,500, then 10 percent of nest $4,500 and

30 percent of the balance.

The VA relies on local appraisers for determining
valuation, and on lending institutions for determining
quality of construction. The VA program is a temporary
one, (has been extended) with an expiration date set by'
law. As indicated earlier, the interest rate is 4-|

percent on VA-guaranteed and 5-5- on FHA-insured mortgages,
and additional !• percent insurance premium is charged,
bringing the total charge to an equivalent of 5 3/4
percent. In 1963 VA's is 5^ and FHA's is 5-j percent.'

The VA program is significant and has played an important

part in mortgage lending.

Public housing is another area of Federal government

participation in the housing field. Mentioned previously was

the Federal government action in providing public housing for

war-workers during the V/orld War I. The fundamental idea of

slum clearance as we know it was first put into effect under

the terms of:

The Emergency Relief and Construction Act of 1932,
a work of the Hoover Administration, authorized Federal
loans to limited dividend corporations for the building
of housing, and the following year the National Indus-
trial Recovery Act provided for slum clearance and low-
cost housing. The Public Works Administration of the
Department of the Interior, after a brief effort to gain
its ends by subsidizing private builders, built about 50
projects amounting to well over 20,000 units in 3° cities.
Pi/A policies were sharply criticized by people who be-
lieved that, although it ought to be subsidized by the
Federal government, public housing should be controlled
locally. Eventually most of the PV/A housing projects
were deeded to local housing agencies. °

7. Ibid . , p. 244.
8. Meyerson, Martin, and Edward C. Banfield. Politics ,

Planning and the Public Interest . The Free Press, Glencoe,
Illinois. 1955. p. 17.
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The nest important step by Congress was the passing of

the National Housing Act of 1937 which is the law setting up

public housing as we know it today. This particularly en-

couraged the development of independent local agencies char-

tered by the states and empowered by the federal Government

to receive Federal grants and to build and manage public

housing units. The concept was, and still is, that the Federal

government would pay the difference between what it cost the

local authority to build and operate these units and what

they would would receive in rents from the low-income group

renters.

To be eligible, an applicant for federally aided

publio housing must moot these general criteria: (l)

his family must consist of at least two related persons,

(2) the family's total net income, less an exemption of

$100 a year for each minor member, must not exceed the

income limits established "oy the local authority, (3)

the family must be (a) without housing, (b) its housing
must bo substandard, or (c) it is about to be without
housing through no fault of its own (local housing author-

ities may waive this requirement for veterans, servicemen,
and families displaced by slum clearance), (4) the family
member signing the lease must be a citizen (this restric-
tion may be waived under certain circumstances), and (5)

neither the family head or any member of his family may
belong to an organization designated as subversive by the

Attorney General of the United States.

9

The local authority in its selection of tenants must give

first preference to eligible families displaced from their

homes by any low-rent project, or public slum clearance or

redevelopment project.

The United States Housing Act of 1937 also established

the United States Housing Authority which was later succeeded

9. Beyer, Glenn H. Housing: A Factual Analysis .

Macmillan Co., New York. 1958. pp. 21*7-248.
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in 19*2 by the Federal Public Housing Authority and in 19^7

by the Public Housing Administration which is now under the

control of the House and Home Finance Agency. PHA is the

office responsible for providing loans and annual contribu-

tion to local public housing agencies for low-rent housing and

slum-clearance projects. Aid by law could only be provided

to public bodies necessitating the creation of local author-

ities by state enabling legislation for the purpose of build-

ing and operating these projects. Public housing has a number

of restrictions in an effort to keep it from competing with

projects built by private enterprize. By law the upper limit

of rentals must be 20 percent below rents in "decent, safe-

and sanitary" privately owned units. Other restrictions such

as eligibility have already been mentioned. The criteria for

rent is family size and income. During the first six months

of 195^ gross rents (which included heat and utilities) av-

erage $3-4- per month. The income ceiling for eligibility

usually varies between $2600 and $3000.

Public Housing is not without its critics.

Public housing has been opposed, largely by real

estate groups and builders, because it has been inter-

preted as a' move toward socialization of housing in this

country and, they allege, it competes with private hous-

ing. The contention is that much of the need of low-

income families can be met through the filtration process,

and through remodeling and rehabilitation of old houses

(which would be discouraged by construction of new, sub-

sidised housing). They also question whether families of

low income should be provided with better housing than

families at the income level immediately above them.

They again allege that in practice, the needs of the

low&st-ir.come groups have not been mot since local pro-

ject managers prefer to accept tenants whose rent-paying

ability is assured. (This practice would prevent oc-

cupancy 'ay welfare families and possibly others who do
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not have stable occupations.) They claim that the tax
exemption grated government projects works an addi-
tional hardship on owners of properties required to pay-

property taxes. ^-®

The Housing Act of 19^9 amended tho 1937 Housing Act and

broadened tho public housing program. This Act authorized

Federal contribution and loans over a six-year period for

construction of a maximum of 810,000 dwelling units. However,

due to tho advent of the Korean War the funds for these pro-

jects were not made available.

The Housing Acts of 195^ and 196l continued to make

provisions for low-rent public housing and:

(Between 1937 and) . . . December 31, 1959, (which
does not include provision made under the 1961 Act) the
Federal Government's permanent public housing program
had produced (in cooperation with local governments)
3,217 projects with a total of 535,212 dwelling units
throughout the continental United States, the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. 11

With all the criticism which is leveled at public housing

it should be remembered that this program has provided many

families with "decent, safe and sanitary housing" which they

otherwise could not have afforded.

The Federal Government's Urban Renewal Program is an

extension of the slum clearance programs of the 193°' s « I* is

covered briefly in this chapter as it relates to the historic

role of the Federal Government in housing and slum clearance

and is more fully developed in Chapter Three.

10. Ibid . , p. 243.
11. "Housing: 1951 Commission on Civil Rights Report".

Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. p. 109.
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The provision of the United. States Housing Act of 1937

required that for every dwelling unit built under U3HA pro-

gram one slum dwolling was to be eliminated. The concept was

the removal of slum housing.

The concept was not fully developed as a program until

the passage of the Housing Act of 19^9. This Act sharpened

the focus of slum clearance and put it into a more comprehen-

sive form.

Under this Act, loans and grants were made to a
local public agency, such as the local housing authority,
a special redevelopment agency or a department of the
city, which was authorized (under the redevelopment laws
of its state) to carry out a slum-clearance program. In
order to prevent the recurrence as well as the elimina-
tion of existing slums , the community was required to
have a general plan for the development of the community
as a whole. This was to include the modernization of
building codes and other city controls, including health
and safety codos and land use regulations. The community
also was required to malce provision for the rehousing of
displaced families.

The Federal Government could meet up to two-thirds
of the cost incurred in buying, clearing and preparing
slum lands and disposing of them for redevelopment. The
city would need to make up the balance, either through
payment in cash or hy contributing land, services or
improvements for the proj eot,-^

The emphasis on slum clearance stated in the 19^9 Act

was continued and broadened in the Housing Act of 195k which

created "Urban Ronewal" as such and additional emphasis was

placed on corrective measures due to the spread of blight

into good areas of the community. Corrective measures under

this program also include such provisions as "220" and "221"

housing (see Chapter Pour, p. 62).

12. Beyer, Glenn H. Housing: A Tactual Analysis .

MacMillan Co., Hew York.. 1958. p. 251.
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Tliero are and wore other Federal programs and agencies

which have not been mentioned such, as; Defense and 1/ar Hous-

ing in World V.'ar II, Veteran's Emergency Housing, Farm Hous-

ing, and the role played by several agencies in the collection

of Housing Statistics, or the roles played by the Home Loan

Bank Board, Federal National Mortgage Association, Federal

Reserve Board and the Treasury Department. While these pro-

grams and agencies have been important they have not directly

involved the number of people that FHA, VA, or Public Housing

has nor have they been subject to the same amount of enthu-

siasm on the part of the various groups concerned with housing

or with the general public.

Those programs have established the Federal Government

deeply in the role of housing and slum clearance in the United

States and will keep it there for decades to como. Vfliether

the producers, consumers and those with an allied interest in

housing and slum clearance appreciate it or not they x/ill have

to reconcile themselves accordingly.
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CHAPTER III

URBAN ' RENEWAL

Urban renewal is a comprehensive program combining the

joint efforts of federal, state, and local governments for

the revitalization of the Nation's cities, where 7 of 10

Americans now live, and where in all probability an ever-

increasing proportion will be concentrated in coming years.

This is a program which is concerned with urban problems on

a scale much broader than housing alone. It may involve

every major Federal housing program and agency. A very im-

portant issue involved in the mass displacement of people,

particularly nonwhites, due to the nature of urban renewal

projects. If urban renewal is to succeed it must master or

circumvent the problem of the restricted minority group hous-

ing market as well as solving a myriad of other problems.

In America today our cities face the tremendous problems

of growth and decay. With each passing year a continuous

stream of internal migrants flows from the hinterlands,

(agricultural areas), increasing the pressures of population

on the cities. As this ever increasing number of poor, ill-

educated, and unadapted migrants move into the central cities,

there is an out-flow of wealthier, more stable, middle class

people into the expanding suburbs. The migrants, because of

their low socio-economic level and racial origin are seg-

regated into the older, deteriorating neighborhoods and the

pace of decay is stepped up. Slums grow, with their
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concomitants of crime, disease, and human degradation, and

the city governments must pay an ever larger cost in police,

fire, health and welfare services. The cost to cities is

increasing because the middle class which in the past has

provided stability, leadership, and a sound fiscal base for

municipal taxes is fleeing to the suburbs, where they are

largely beyond the reach of the municipal taxing power, al-

though they work in the city and require many urban services

which municipal government help provide,

A program of revitalization must be geared to meet
these problems and attract suburban dwellers back into
a dynamic, attractive central city. This can be a-
chioved partly through removal and replacement of slum
structures; rehabilitation and conservation of existing
structures; str?.tegic placement of educational and
recreational facilities; provision of adequate trans-
portation, within, to and from the oity; and dispersion
or dissolution of the heavy concentration of low-income
population.!

To meet these urban needs, new governmental programs

have been created and the entire concept of housing has been

altered and enlarged. Robert C. Weaver, administrator of

HE5A stated in 1961

:

When we talk of housing we are talking of more than
simply shelter. We are talking of cities, we are talking
of transportation, we are talking of the various facili-
ties that make up the communities in which we live. And
of course we are most of all talking of people. 2

It was once thought that cities could be revitalized and

urban problems solved simply by the devise of eliminating

blighted areas and constructing new homes on the cleared

sites.

1. "Housing", 19ol Comraiss n on Civil Rights Report,
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C., p. 81.

2. Ibid ., p. 82.
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Under the Housing Act of 19^9 it soon became apparent

that if urban renexcal was to be effective it must encompass

a much broader program because revitalization of communities

required more than providing additional housing in slum

areas. Hie Housing Act of 195^, therefore expanded the slum

clearance concept to embrace a program of total community

improvement. This legislation required the community that

seeks Federal assistance to draft a "workable program", more

recently called a "program for community improvement" or

"PCI".

There are seven conditions which must ba complied with

by the community if they are to gain financial and adminis-

trative assistance in Urban Renewal from the Federal government.

These seven conditions are as follows:

1. Codes and Ordinances—establishing adequate .

standards of health and safety under which dwellings
may be lawfully constructed and occupied.

2. Comprehensive Community Plan—providing a sound
framework for improvements, renewal, and blight preven-
tion; for sound community development in the future.

?" Ueighbo rho od Analys ss—developing a community-
wide picture of blight—where it is, how intense it is,

and what needs to be done about it.

Zj, Administrative O r^f'-.i zati on—establishing clear-
cut authority and respons:.^i_ity to coordinate the over-
all Program; and the capacity to put it to work in the
community through effective administration of codes,
planning measures and other activities.

5. Financing—providing funds for staff and tech-
nical assistanco needed, for public improvement and
renewal activities essential to the program.

6. Housing for Displaced Famili es—determining
communitywide the relocation needs of families to be
displaced; developing housing resources to meet these
needs and providing relocation service to displaced
families.
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7. Citizen Parti cipation--assuring that the com-
nunitj' as a whole, representative organizations and
neighborhood groups are informed and have full opportu-
nity to take part in developing and carrying out the

By developing an effective PCI a community presumably

will be able to:

1. Halt the spread of slums and eradicate blight
and its causes.

2. Provide better housing and a better living
environment for all citizens including low-income
families, the young people and the elderly.

3o Avoid costly mistakes in future urban
development.

-i. Increase the effectiveness of its resources
for improvement and renewal through coordination.

5. Protect and enhance its tax base.

6. Attract industrial and commercial development
that can raise local living standards.

7. Stretch the local renewal dollar through public
xirorks planning.

8. Schedule activities causing family displacement
with those designed to provide relocation housing.

9. Encourage private initiative in renewal.

10. 3uild community understanding of what can be
achieved; gain citizen support and action.

11. Supplement local resources as necessary with
Pederal aids

5

A "Program for Community Improvement" is a prerequisite

for the following Federal aids:

1. Urban renewal assistance--for slum clearance
and redevelopment, reconditioning and conservation.

3- "Program for Community Improvement," HffifA Circular
R-2, Housing and Iloir.e Pinance Agency, Washington, D.C.

,

I960, p. If.

k. Ibid. , pp. 5-6.
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2. Section 220 Federal Housing Administration

mortgage insurance for housing construction or improve-

ment in urban renewal project areas.

3. Section 221 FHA mortgage insurance to provide

housing for families displaced by governmental action.

It. Public housing for families unable to afford

standard housing in the private market.

5

It should be noted that these Federal housing and renewal

aids will be allocated only to communities which have a PCI

in effect. This is a form of insurance on the part of the

Federal government to insure that Federal funds will be used

to help those communities willing to help. themselves. It was

the intent of Congress in enacting the Housing Act of 195^

that this principle of effecting a PCI be a necessary pre-

requisite to obtaining assistances and that there is no

justification for assistances on any other basis.

Once the community devises a workable program for

community improvement, it is submitted to the regional

office of HHFA for its recommendation, and then di-

rectly to the HHFA Administrator for review and approval.

His certification is good* for 1 year and once the ap-

proval is obtained, the community is entitled to apply

for Federal financial aid for specific renewal projects.

"Thereafter the community must show that it is diligent-

ly carrying out its plan for community betterment in^

order to obtain recertification each year and maintain

its eligibility for Federal urban renewal aids." 5

After the initial phase of preparation and certification

of the program for community improvement is completed, the

next step for the community is to prepare for the execution

of specific renewal projects. Individual projects within

the entire urban renewal scheme must meet particular statuary

5. Ibid . , p. 6.

6. "Housing", 1961 Commission on Civil Hights Report.

Governmont Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C., p. 8k.
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and administrative requirements . Specific projects must bo

approved by the local governing body; purchasers or leasees

of land must agree that the reuse of their land will conform

to the project plan; there must be proper provisions made

for the relocation of persons displaced by the project; a

public hearing on the project must be held; and a public dis-

closure of the names of the redovelopers is mandatory. Esti-

mated cost of redevelopments , and estimates of rentals and

sales pi-ices of the redevelopment housing must be announced.

Upon completion of these requirements, HHFA enters into a

loan and capital grant contract for the project with the

local public agency charged with handling the urban renewal

program for the locality.

Once a community has received certification of its first

Program it must be ready to move forward to meet the require-

ments for progress listed for each element. Recodification

from year to year will depend on the community's record of

progress on all seven PCI elements and plans for continuing

action to meet these minimum objectives within a reasonable

period of time.

After a community has met all of the minimum requirements

outlined, approval of subsequent requests for recertification

will depend on how well recent progress and new objectives

show that the community is

:

1. Utilizing and implementing every means avail-

able to eliminate slums and blight.

2. Keeping all phases of the Program up-to-date.

3. defining and adjusting each element to increase

its effectiveness.
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k-. Developing new regulations, plans, and ad-
ministrative procedure as community needs change.'

The objectives of urban renewal can be succinctly stated

in the following statement:

The primary objectives of urban renewal are the
clearance of slums, the removal of blight, and the
elimination of their causes. The action necessary to

achieve these objectives in each renewal area must
vary in accordance with the treatment which is con-
templated for that area,"

The demand for "decent, safe and sanitary housing" has

been a prime argument for undertaking urban renewal projects.

To supply housing needs is of great importance, but it should

not be the only cause for undertaking urban renewal projects.

In some cases renewal programs for providing adequate com-

mercial and industrial area within a community are just as

important. Because of the lack of foresight and proper pre-

vious planning in these areas some comr.-.unities did not protect

industrial and commercial areas from the intrusion of incom-

patible uses. This has led to deterioration to a degree

where redevelopment or extensive rehabilitation of certain

areas provides the only means of restoring land to suitable

commercial or industrial use. A case in point is Chicago:

Chicago faces problems of blight on a colossal
scale, and has commenced tackling the problem on a
scale commensurate with its size. Percentage-xri.se the
problem of blight is no more severe here than elsewhere,
but because of the size of the city in area and population.

7. "Program For Community Improvement", HHFA Circular
R-2, Housing and Home Finance Agency, Washington, D.C. , I960,

p. 19.
8. Webster, Donald Hopkins. Urban Planning and Municipal

Public Policy . Harper and Brothers, Publishers, New York,

1953, P. ^93.
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the problem readies tremendous proportions. In 19^3.
che Chicago Plan Commission reported that, of the city's
208 square miles, there were approximately 22 square
miles of blighted and near-blighted land that should be
rebuilt as soon as possible in the near-loop central
core of the city. In addition, 56 square miles were
labeled as "Conservation Areas", (upgrading) in which
the structures have an average age of 35 to 50 years,

that are deteriorating at an accelerating pace and are

in eminent danger of becoming blighted. Half of Chicago's

families live within these 50 square miles. 9

To control and combat this blight and uncontrolled use

of land President Eisenhower in his message to Congress of

January 25, 195^ recommended that communities, to become

eligible for federal assistance, should include in their at-

tack on urban blight the following:

1. Prevention of the spread of blight into good
areas of the community through strict enforcement of

housing and neighborhood standards and strict occupancy
controls

;

2. Rehabilitation of salvable areas, turning them

into sound, healthy neighborhoods by replanning, removing
congestion, providing parks and playgrounds, reorganizing
strejts and traffic, and by facilitating physical rehabil-

itation cf deteriorated structures;

3. Clearance and redevelopment of nonsalvable
slums. 10

A distinction between "urban redevelopment" and "urban

renewal" should bo made:

In a general sense, "urban redevelopment" is used
to describe any replacement of old structures with new
ones. Quite frequently urban redevelopment is thought
of as synonymous with slum clearance and rehousing. The
term, however, is much broader and may involve complete
redevelopment of areas for commerce, industry, express
ways, institutional or public recreation, and other

9. Homdahl, Ruel. Urbcn Renewal . The Scarecrow Press,
Inc., New York, 1959, p. 2^-3.

10. "/obster, Donald Hopkins. Urban Planning and Munic-

ipal Public Poli cy. Harper and Brothers, publishers, New
York, 195S, p. 492.
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purposes without any reference to housing. Likewise,
urban redevelopment may be concerned with rehabilitation
or development of open spaces as in the case of dead or
arrested subdivisions where no slum clearance or demoli-
tion of any kind is involved. By common usage and ac-
cepted meaning, urban redevelopment has come to be ap-
plied more specifically to any organized effort by a
public authority directed to the task of reclaiming or
restoring any deteriorated area of substantial size
which, under existing conditions, cannot be carried out
by the individual owners. ll

In the term "urban renewal" we find that concepts of

urban redevelopment are included but are broader and expanded.

The concept of "urban renewal" is a more modern and
more comprehensive method of combating urban blight than
urban redevelopment. Although clearance and redevelop-
ment of nonsalvable areas are contemplated under urban
renewal, the renewal concept also is aimed at preventing
the spread of blight and rehabilitating salvable areas
through measures short of clearance. Measures employed
under urban renewal, which in a strict sense are not a
part of urban redevelopment, include such steps as the
enactment and enforcement of housing, health, and safety
standards, the encouragement of building maintenance and
repair, and the rehabilitation of buildings which are
still structurally sound and have economic value. Urban
renewal is thus aimed not only at clearing our urban
communities of slums and blighted areas, but also at
eliminating the causes of slums and blight. 2

In clearance areas redevelopment should be based upon the

most important use of the land for the areas as established

in the comprehensive plan and not neoessarily on what use the

land had previously. Every renewal project should take into

consideration the requirements for streets, utilities, parks,

playgrounds, schools and all other community facilities which

are desirable in a well planned community.

It has been stated that:

11. Ibid . , pp. ^90-1*91.
12. Ibid . , pp. 1*91-1+92.
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. . . real urban planning becomes a necessary
prerequisite, or an all important first step, rather
than a "frill", or an annoying requirement for Federal
aid in a program of urban redevelopment or renewal.
Anything less is merely the application of a heavy
cosmetic on a pimply and infected skin, which applica-
tion may partially and temporarily cover the deficiency,
but will not cure the disease, dermatological or urban. 13

This statement can be aptly applied to the formulation

of an urban renewal plan which by its nature necessitates a

careful study of the various areas in the community for the

purpose of determining the extent of blight and the influ-

ences which are producing it.

The success of an urban renewal project depends greatly

on how vigorously the seven points of the "Program for Com-

munity Improvement" are formulated and enforced by a community

undergoing urban renewal. These seven points have been pre-

viously mentioned in this chapter and will herein be elaborated

on to underscore their significance.

1. Codes and Ordinances :

Urban renewal programs which do not contemplate clearance

and redevelopment are normally carried out through the enact-

ment and enforcement of a system of codes and ordinances de-

signed to assure minimum standards of health, sanitation, and

safety. These codes specify the minimum conditions under

which dwellings may be lawfully occupied. Such codes are con-

cerned with both housing standards and buildings standards.

Housing codes prescribe the minimum conditions under which

13. Hemdahl , Ruel. Urban Renewal . The Scarecrow Press,
Inc., New York, 1959, p. 130.
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buildings or parts of buildings may be lawfully occupied as

dwellings or dwelling units. They relate to such matters as

minimum space per occupant, basic santiary equipment and

facilities, light and ventilation, structural conditions of

the building, heating equipment, and the safe and sanitary

maintenance of the building structure. Building codes con-

tain requirements designed to assure structure strength,

reasonable safety from fire, and proper plumbing and elec-

trical installations. Building codes may also include stand-

ards to insure durability of the structure, thus reducing

depreciation and, the possibility of future blight.

Following initial certification, HHFA recommends that a

study committee be set up to

s

a. Review State enabling legislation and inves-
tigate any State codes improvement program which may be
in effect.

b. Investigate code programs in other communities
to determine their effectiveness, and review model
codes which can be adopted by reference or modified
for local use.

c. Study background information on local housing
and building conditions.

d. Make recommendations for the improvement of
codes and code enforcement.^

Code enforcement, which is ordinarily the only tool of

urban renewal in conservation areas, and the major tool of

urban renewal in conservation areas and in rehabilitation

areas, frequently has an important place also in clearance

14. "Program For Community Improvement," HHFA Circular
R-2, Housing and Home Fiance Agency, Washington, D.C. , I960,
p. 20.
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areas. After an area has been marked for clearance and

redevelopment, a considerable time may elapse before the

project can actually be carried out. In the meantime, it is

important that all structures and facilities be made safe and

healthful as can practically be done through a reasonable

enforcement of regulatory measures. '

2. A Comprehensive Community Plan ;

Of fundamental importance in any Program for Community

Improvement is the construction of a general plan. The gen-

eral plan should be developed under provisions outlined in

state and local legislation and should be organized, super-

vised and administered by an appropriate local planning agency

which has the resources and authority to carry out planning on

a comprehensive and continuing basis. By recommendation of

the HHFA the federal plan should include, among other things:

a. A Land Use Plan—which shows the location and
extent of land in the community proposed to be used for
residential, commercial, industrial, and public purposes.

b. A Thoroughfare Plan--Tirtiich indicates the system
of existing and proposed major thoroughfares and distin-
guishes between limited access thoroughfares, primary
thoroughfares, and secondary thoroughfares.

c. A Community Facilities Plan—which shows the
location and type of schools, parks, playgrounds, and
other significant public facilities, and where appro-
priate, indicates buildings required.

d. A Public Improvement Program—which identifies
those future public improvements necessary to carry out
the community development objectives envisioned in other
general plan elements, and which recommends priorities
for their execution. 15

15. Webster, Donald Hopkins, Urban Planning and Munic -

ipal Policy , Harper and Brothers , Publishers , Kew York.
1958, p. 519.
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The nature of the general plan also requires the com-

munity to provide regulatory measures to control and guide

the physical development of the plan. This requires the

development ofs

a. A Zoning Ordinance—which establishes zoning
regulations and zone districts covering the entire com-
munity (and surrounding territory where appropriate and
authorized by law) to govern the use of the land, the
location, height, use and land coverages of buildings,
and which may establish suitable requirements for the
provision of off-street parking and off-street loading
space.

b. Subdivision Regulations—which provide for
control of undeveloped land in the community (and immed-
iately surrounding it where appropriate and authorized
by law) , through review by the local planning agency
of proposed subdivision plats to insure conformance to
the general plan, adequate lot sizes, appropriate street
grades and widths , provision of adequate street and
utility improvement, and establishment of proper official

• records.

^

Each urban renewal projeot is part of the overall general

plan and must conform to its requirements. This requirement

that projects conform to the general plan is the recognition

by the federal government that the principle of good planning

is fundamental to a program of community improvement.

3. Neighborhood Analyses :

A community wanting to take on an urban renewal project

which is federally-aided must be prepared to make a selection

of areas for clearance and redevelopment, rehabilitation, and

conservation. This is done with the intention of insuring

that each urban renewal project is soundly conceived and

planned, and the results of these basic surveys should be

16. Ibid . . p. 520.
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carefully analyzed. Information obtained from an analysis

of these areas will help determine the existence, extent and

location of blight which is essential to the orderly and

effective execution of any renewal program. After a project

or project areas have been selected surveys on a structure-

by-structure basis should be taken to determine which struc-

tures fail to come up to minimum standards. These surveys

should determine housing quality, housing occupancy, and

environmental conditions. These surveys are necessary to

help determine type of treatment needed in the area and pre-

liminary estimates of cost of improvements.

These neighborhood analyses are primarily for:

a. The determination, on a city-wide basis, of
the extent, intensity, and location of blight and of
income, racial and other characteristics of families
directly affected.

b. The identification of the causes of neighbor-
hood deterioration in order to indicate appropriate
remedial action. These causes may include some detri-
mental influences which extent beyond a particular
neighborhood, and which must be dealt with on a community
basis. Such detrimental influences, for example, might
be lack of adequate housing supply for the city as a
whole, resulting in overcrowding of existing struc-
tures, nearby adverse or nuisance land uses (such as a
slaughterhouse or dump) or absence of an adequate air-
pollution control program. A common and particularly
acute detrimental influence is the lack of adequate
housing for minority groups, forcing their concentration
in tightly congested central areas.

c. The delineation of residential neighborhoods
based upon such considerations as land-use designations
of the general plan, already established neighborhood
patterns, natural boundaries such as streams and
thoroughfares. **

17. Ibid . , p. 521.
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The neighborhood concept of community development has the

expressed goal of establishing and preserving sound and

healthy neighborhoods of decent homes and suitable living

environment for adequate family life.

At the core of this concept is the idea that each res-

idential neighborhood which is reasonably self-contained

should be surveyed, not only with respect to housing quality

and occupancy, but also with respect to adequacy of school

facilities, playgrounds, transportation, community facilities,

public services, local shopping facilities, traffic, street

arrangement, and all other factors which are a part of the

neighborhood picture. Such surveys will help to identify the

blighting influences and point the way to the type and extent

of the remedial action which is necessary.

Upon completion of the community analyses urban redevel-

opment areas can be selected and classified as to treatment

necessary to prevent the spread of blight and to remove exist-

ing blighting influences. There are five general categories:

a. Conservation Areas Needing No Renewal Treatment.

b. Conservation Areas Needing Little Renewal
Treatment.

c. Conservation Areas Needing Extensive Renewal
Treatment.

d. Reconditioning Areas (Rehabilitation Areas).

e. Clearance and Redevelopment Areas. 18

18. "Program For Community Improvement," HHFA Circular
R-2, Housing and Home Finance Agency, Washington, B.C., I960,
P. 29.
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It is essential that each area be defined in terms of

size, recognizable boundaries, total supply of housing, and

other characteristics. The necessary treatment within these

areas is predicated on many factors. The beginning of treat-

ment starts with the classification of the area. The Keyway

Urban Renewal Project area in Topeka is an example of category

V.
I*. Administrative Organization :

It is obvious that an urban renewal program will present

many new and varied problems for a community. And these prob-

lems soon become apparent to a city undertaking a renewal

project in the complexity of operation which requires the

application of the knowledge and skills of many spocialists,

the coordination of numerous governmental activities, and the

cooperation of various public and private agencies. These

problems are magnified under the broader, programs of urban

renewal which adds responsibilities of code enforcement and

rehabilitation to those of clearance and redevelopment. In

face of these problems it is necessary that a sound admin-

istrative organization be set up and that administrative pro-

cedures be outlined to develop sound administrative policies

to help secure the coordination of activities necessary to the

success of the program.

In the case of the Local Public Agency, state enabling

legislation usually describes the type and character of the

public agency which it \<r±ll allow cities to employ in carrying

out urban renewal projects.



Under most state enabling legislation authority to

conduct urban renewal projects is placed in one of three

agencies: the public housing authority, the city itself or

an independent agency with its own separate responsibility

and authority for actions. The last mentioned is characteris-

tic of the Topeka Urban P.enewal Agency.

The principle reasons put forward for a separate author-

ity are:

a. The new and specialized character of the pro-
gram makes it important that administration be placed
under a new and specialized agency fully cognizant and
sympathetic with the objectives of urban renewal.

b. Existing municipal departments and agencies,
-o date have shown little interest or initiative in
undertaking such programs.

c. If urban renewal is to be accomplished ef-
ficiently and effectively, the administrative agency
must have independent powers which are free from polit-
ical control and political pressures.

d. Existing city departments have their city-wide
functions to administer and should not be disturbed or
expected to absorb the heavy responsibilities of urban
renewal to be carried out within specific areas of the
city.

e. Since urban renewal operations overlap the
functions of so many municipal departments, coordina-
tion can be achieved better by a separate agency with
powers which are independent of the municipality. *9

A separate agency must have many of the powers of a

municipal corporation and at the same time not be subject to

the same political controls. The authority would need such

powers as eminent domain, the ability to be able to levy

taxes and special assessmonts, the power to borrow money and

19. Webster, Donald Hopkins, Urban Planning and Munic-
ipal Public Policy . Harper and Brothers, Publishers, Sew
York, 1953, p. 527.
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to issue bonds and other securities, the power to enforce

building, housing, and construction codes. Normally, the

only check a city would have over an authority of this type

is the control which is exerted by the mayor in the way of

appointments

.

If an urban renewal or redevelopment project is to be

successful one of the most important functions, of the local

public agency especially, if the real property is to be

cleared or requires extensive rehabilitation, is the assem-

blage of this property under single ownership within the

project area. The local public agency under normal circum-

stances is able to acquire a large percentage of properties

through negotiated purchase. It is important that all pur-

chases be preceded by appraisals which should not be binding

upon the local public agency, but should be used only as a

guide and for purposes of public record. In the event that

owners hold out for speculative profits, and negotiated pur-

chase is not possible, the agency must resort to the use of

the power of eminent domain. Condemnation proceedings may

often be necessary to clear clouded titles.

The estimates of probable cost of real property include

such factors as:

a. Present use and condition of the improvements
on the site.

b. The general character of the neighborhood.

c. Transportation facilities.

d. Educational, cultural, and religious facilities.

e. Rentals.
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f. Values of property within the site as evidenced
by recent sales and condemnation proceedings.^

The cost of land acquisition has a direct bearing as to

the type of urban renewal project that will be undertaken or

whether a project will bo undertaken at all. There is no

general agreement as to the type of formula which should

apply to property evaluation. Evaluations in the past have

been made on the basis of tax assessments, investment less

depreciation, income capitalization, market value, or some

combination of these. Property oxmers have frequently re-

fused to sell except at prices which represent the owners'

speculative hopes. Even in condemnation proceedings, courts

are inclined to allow speculative values in making their

awards. Perhaps a more logical solution would be for the

courts to disallow speculative values and that prices should

be established which represent the true value for a socially

desirable type of development.

It is contemplated in most renewal statutes that land

assembled for clearance will be turned back to private enter-

prise for redevelopment and operation. This transfer can be

made either through direct sale or through leasehold arrange-

ments.

It is axiomatic that private capital will only be

interested in acquiring and redeveloping the properties if

the venture offers a fair economic return. The necessity to

attract private capital sometimes presents somewhat of a

20. Ibid . , p. 530.
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dilemma. Development is contingent on this rule of "a fair

economic return", but development also has to bs in harmony

with the comprehensive plan to insure that blight will not

be recurrent. Consequently, there must be no conflict be-

tween the comprehensive plan and the possibility of "a fair

economic return." In order to accomplish this, it is neces-

sary that adequate public controls be established over the

design, type of building, and ownership, operation, and use

of the redeveloped properties. This can be done through

zoning, licensing, building codes and other police power regu-

lations, and by means of covenants running with the land.

In general, outright sale should be favored over the

leasehold arrangement. It offers the prospect of greater im-

mediate economic return and enlists the support of private

enterprise and the possibilities of more extensive develop-:

ment. It helps to avoid, from the public relation standpoint,

the charge that redevelopment is a form of socialism which is

intent on taking away private property and putting it under

government control.

5. Financing ;

The eradication of b_ight and blighted conditions is a

costly proposition. It usually happens that buildings to be

demolished are acquired at current market value, which makes

redevelopment more costly than if it were carried out on

relatively inexpensive vacant land. Under highly competitive

conditions, clearance projects cannot be expected to be self-

liquidating and, therefore, requiring government subsidies.
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The source of those subsidies are from local revenues or

grants-in-aid from either the federal or state governments,

which in the case of the federal government is three-fourths

with the city sharing one-fourth of net project cost.

The source of nonsubsidy revenues is usually obtained

by the sale of revenue bonds by the city or the redevelopment

authority. Hevenue bonds are in turn redeemed from income

received from the sale properties to be redeveloped or the

sale or lease of redeveloped properties. The resale price

or lease value placed on properties to be redeveloped will

in any event usually be set by the market.

The actual sale or lease of properties should be through

competitive bidding with the redevelopment agency having the

authority to reject certain bids or offers. The reason for

this is that other groups may, because of circumstances, wish

to bid at a later date. Or it may appear that the market may

be more favorable in the near future. Lengthy delays, how-

ever, should be avoided in putting the property into produc-

tive use even if it necessitates a reasonable lowering of

resale price or lease value.

When very large areas are rebuilt redevelopment will

probably be undertaken by institutional investors or by the

government. Insurance companies, trust companies, and saving

banks whose policies are geared to operate on a low rate of

return may be interested not only in supplying mortgage money,

but also in direct management, including aid in site selec-

tion and planning as well as building. However, this aid
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should be evaluated in light of the requirements of the

comprehensive plan so that conflict with it can be avoided.

The one-fourth net project cost which the city incurs

as its share of the cost of urban renewal can be compensated

by capital improvements if they are located in the project

area. This cost to the city can be further compensated by

increased taxes and decreased cost of rendering police, fire

and other city services in a project area over the years.

6. Housing for Displaced Families :

Although urban renewal is not strictly a housing program,

the rehousing of persons displaced by clearance, rehabilita-

tion, code enforcement, and other urban renewal activities .

is a matter of great public concern.

The households cleared by urban renewal have in-

cluded many of the poorest in the city, and they have
been mostly Negro. Apart from the West End of Boston,

—

characteristically Italian neighborhood—the proportion
of non-white families varies from about 62 percent in

New York to nearly 100 percent in Baltimore, Washington,
and Chicago. As a whole, about SO percent of the fam-
ilies relocated are non-white, and the remainder include
many families, such as immigrants from the Appalachian
Mountains, who belong to a distinctive minority culture.

Few, if any, of the families relocated could afford the
private housing planned to replace their old homes.'21

It has been estimated by relocation authorities that the

percentage of people in urban renewal areas who do not avail

themselves of relocation services varies from a few percent

to as high as half and the fate of these people is unknown.

21. "The Social Implications of Urban Redevelopment,"
Harris, Peter. Journal of the American Institute of Planners

Vol. XXVIII, No. 3. August, 1962.
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Tlie law states that persons displaced fay projects should

be relocated into "decent, safe and sanitary housing". It

would be an outrage if there were no legislation, and the

residents of these urban renewal areas as a matter of public

policy were simply evicted from their home with no place to

go. However, this is not the case, although there is ap-

parently much apathy on the part of many communities with

respect to relocation when they allow in some cases as high

as 50 percent of the residents to go without any relocation

service.

Ideally, relocation should be worked out so that families

may be able to move from one site to another in accordance

with well-defined development schedules in order to cause a

minimum of inconvenience and a maximum of opportunity for

better living. Public assistance can be rendered by such

methods as establishing a file of vacant dwellings. This

can be accomplished by means of house-to-house canvass, con-

tacts with real estate offices and rental agencies, public

appeals, and through enlisting the cooperation of family

welfare agencies and civic organization.

At times financial assistance is necessary to help

relocate families. One of the greatest difficulties of

families which are to relocate is finding money enough for

moving expenses and the first month's rent. Many communities

assume these costs as a public responsibility and provide

necessary funds to meet these expenses.

Most communities which are involved in any extensive

urban renewal project usually set up a permanent relocation
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service to assist those persons who will be displaced by the

project. To help solve the relocation problem an advisory

committee consisting of various social agencies, departments

of local government, schools, religious and civic organiza-

tions is created. This committee helps provide the means for

presenting the problems of relocation to the community.

A well planned program of public relations is essential

if relocation and urban renewal is to succeed. Such a pro-

gram must consider beside physical layout the factor of human

relations. Relocation brings into sharp focus the realities

of producing changes in a community which alters radically

many relationships of families, institutions, businesses, and

other neighborhood ties and which may have serious political

consequences for certain public officials.

7. Citizen Participation :

The objective of this participation is to reinforce the

concept that public action should be based upon public opinion.

A successfully completed urban renewal project will depend

principally on citizen understanding and support.

Organization of citizens groups will vary in composition

in each community. In organizing and structuring these

groups consideration should be given to groups such as busi-

ness, professional, labor, welfare, religious, educational,

and other local interest organizations. Minority group par-

ticipation is an important consideration. Citizen partic-

ipation should start at the outset of the urban renewal plan-

ning activity and continue through to the completion of the

project. It is important to organize these groups in such a
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way that all groups are focusing their attention on a common

goal and working toward the same end.

One of the suggested forms of community organization is

the citizen's advisory committee. This committee is usually

appointed by the .nayor and consists of prominent local citi-

zens. This committee should have a wide knowledge of com-

munity affairs along with a definite interest in urban renewal

program. While policy decisions are the prerogative of the

public officials, such advisory groups can be indispensible

in providing consultation and advice on the consequences of

alternative courses of action. Particular groups such as

neighborhood or special study groups can be extremely helpful

in securing information and providing advice on looalized

problems and on specialized or technical matters. Additional

special advisory groups may be appointed to advise on such

matters as real estate valuations, ivelfare services, hardship

cases, rehousing, .inanoe, architectural design, and numerous

other important problems. Citizen groups should be made to

feel that they are sharing the responsibility with public

officials for achieving the objectives of the urban renewal

program.

The preceding requirements which are necessary steps

in the formulation of a "program for community improvement"

is the foundation upon which an orderly and well developed

program for urban renewal must rest. If this foundation is

poorly laid in a community or one or more of the individual

requirements is not of sufficient strength the whole program
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of urban renewal for a community suffers the possibility of

total collapse.
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CHAPTER IV

PREFACE TO RELOCATION

A scheme for relocation of displacees of an urban

renewal project is one of the seven elements required by the

Urban Renewal Administration as one of the key steps in ap-

plication for federal assistance, it is also one of the most

difficult tasks to implement.

In its 1959 Report, the Federal Commission on Civil

Rights observed:

. . . the most difficult and probably the most
important test of the program (urban renewal) is in the

relocation of displaced families. This is particularly
true with respect to Negro families whose mobility is

limited not only by virtue of their economic status but

also by racial restrictions. 1

Relocation is an old problem and has been a decidedly

thorny one since the beginning of the slum clearance programs

of the late 1930 's and early 19^0 "s.

In 1937, the concept of government-sponsored reloca-
tion appeared for the first time in Federal legislation,

the United States Housing Act. The United States Housing
Administration urged local authorities to exert every
effort to relocate site residents in decent, safe and
sanitary dwellings; however, the U.S.H.A. also estab-
lished the policy that final responsibility for reloca-
tion rested with the individual family, and the local
public housing authority rehousing standards became a
dwelling unit no worse than the dwelling unit from which
the family was displaced. 2

1. "Housing", 19ol Commission on Civil Rights Report.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. , p. 89.

2. Hemdahl, Renel. Urban Renewal . The Scarecrow Press,

Inc. New York, 1959. p. 20C.
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During World War II construction of public housing was

basically carried on for the use of war workers and was built

on predominantly vacant land. Because it was built on vacant

land relocation of people was not of a serious nature nor

were there any significant advances in development of method

or techniques of relocation,

following the succession of hostilities the government

continued with the program of local public improvements irfiich

had been interrupted by the War. Land clearance was involved

in some of these local public improvement programs which

caused the displacement of people. Serious attention was now

given the problem of relocation.

At the end of the 19^0 decade, family relocation
was accepted as a necessary public responsibility in

connection with redevelopment programs , and the Federal
Housing Act of 1949 required it as a condition for
Federal aid in redevelopment projects.

3

Section 105 (C) of the Housing Act of 19^9, as amended,

requires that:

. . . there be a feasible method for the temporary
relocation of families displaced from the urban renewal
area or in other areas not generally less desirable in

regard to public utilities and commercial facilities
and at rents or prices within the financial means of the
families displaced from the urban renewal area—decent,
safe, and sanitary dwellings equal to the number of and
available to such displaced families and reasonably
accessible to their places of employment.^

It is now required by the Housing and Home Finance Agency

and URA that to implement this policy the local public agency

be responsible fori

3. Ibid ., p. 201.
h. "Housing", 1961 Commission on Civil Rights Report.

Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. , pp. 89-90.
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1. demonstrating that appropriate existing and
anticipated local housing resources are or will be
adequate to meet relocation needs,

2. formulating an acceptable plan for orderly
relocation,

3. providing competent staff services (generally
described as a family relocation service) to assist
families in obtaining decent, safe, and sanitary
housing. -5

The Housing and Home Finance Agency and its division,

the Urban Renewal Administration, are the two federal govern-

ment agencies which are primarily concerned with relocation.

They have provided guidelines which if followed should help

in the placing of the individuals or families displaced by

urban renewal projects into standard type housing.

1. Find out from officials of agencies causing
displacement, where and how much displacement is likely
to occur as a result of their activities.

2. Estimate the number of families to be displaced
and make a general determination of the type of housing
they will need and be able to afford.

3. Survey loca_ housing resources to determine
what will be available to meet relocation needs.

°

After this action is completed this information can

serve as a basis for the relocation plan.

The plan for relocation can then be carried out by:

1. organising relocation service,

2. working with local builders, real estate men,
and financial institutions to increase the supply of
standard housing to which displaced families can move,

3. making application for section 221 or low-rent
public housing as needed.

7

5. Ibid ., p. 90.
6. "Program for Community Improvement", HHFA Circular

R-2, Housing and Home Finance Agency, Washington, D.C., I960,
P. 36.

7. Ibid . , p. 37.
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The Urban Renewal Administration in functioning through.

its regional offices acts as the direct overseer of reloca-

tion. HHFA by its policy of recertification can withhold aid

to those communities which dp not provide for effective relo-

cation services. It should be noted that while Federal funds

are available to pay the cost of relocation. . ."the machin-

ery, imagination, and decency with which it is carried out

are matters for the local public agency."

It is unfortunately difficult at this time to accurately

appraise the nationwide effectiveness of these relocation re-

quirements, for the records kept by URA are incomplete.

The statistics that are available from URA indicate
progress in the location of displaced nonwhites in

standard housing. From the beginning of the slum clear-
ance and urban renewal program through September 1955,
URA reports that 6 1!-.4 percent of nonwhites relocated had
been rehoused in standard housing; by December 1957,
this figure had risen to &7

.

1 percent, and in June I960,

it stood at 70.6 percent. For white relocatees the fig-
ures are consistently higher: For example, 79.1 percent
were rehoused in standard housing as of June 30, I960.

This contrast reflects the differential in standard
housing available to the txro groups."

The practices and standards of the various local agencies

throughout the country have been different and overall achieve-

ment, because of this, has not been uniform. In a study of kl

cities conducted by II. V/. Reynold of the University of Southern

California which was conducted over a four year period, 1955

to 1958 it was found that:

... 26 of the 41 cities confined themselves
largely to taking a census of threatened families;

8. "Housing" 1961 Commission on Civil Rights Report.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. , p. 90.

9. Ibid.
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advising them of probable deadlines; and leaving them
to their own resources in seeking out available re-
housing. 1

The report goes on to state that:

. . . In Ik of these municipalities, families to be
relocated received no other official information about
their displacement except handbills announcing the de-
molition dates and the new uses for the land. Aid by
relocation authorities in matters such as standards for
suitability of housing, how new housing could be found,
what rents ought to be paid in relation to income, or
what preparations were necessary for moving was not
common. In six of these coamun:'/' s during the period
of our study, relocation was duo 'he clearance of a
single site. These municipalities accounted for ap-
proximately 6$ percent of all relocation.

Some of the results of this study showed that:

Of 5,722 families from k sites in 3 of the larger
municipalities studied, 3^ percent had lived ],n the
areas selected for renewal for 30 years or longer, and
22 percent for 20 to 30 years. Forty-six percent of the
principal wage earners in these families traveled no
farther than a mile to work.

About 93 percent of these families were nonwhite.
Deprived of guidance or incentive for finding housing in
other neighborhoods, these people overwhelmingly pre-
ferred the neighborhoods they lived in. This has in-
creased various problems which already marked the blight-
ed areas—population density, traffic congestion, and so
on ... 70 percent of all those relocated in these 26
cities chose to enter nearby housing that was substandard
and unsafe, with structural defects, lack of central
heating or hot running water, shared toilets, and over-
crowding. Only a small number, about 5 percent of the
total, chose housing distant from their old neighborhood
(12 city blocks which is about a mile an one-half).

About 80 percent of the relocated families paid
higher rent for their new housing. 12

These above stated results are the effects of no plan or

of poor or improper relocation planning. The same survey also

91.
10.
11.
12.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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included the results of good planning and sound administrative

relocations practices for 15 cities.

Of the 16,540 families relocated in these 15 cities

—

all of whom received some kind of rehousing guidance--
only 3^ percent chose to move to nonrecoramended (and
generally substandard) dwellings. ... Only about one-
quarter of all displaced families in these 15 munic-
ipalities resettled close to their former address (within
12 blocks); of these, most occupied substandard dwellings.
Most families that moved to decent housing, 45 percent
of all households relocated in these 15 communities, re-
settled some distance away from their former sites. '3

The major problem confronting an agency concerned with

relocation of families or individuals from urban renewal

areas is inability to satisfactorily relocate nonwhitas. Much

of this is caused by the economic inability of these families

or individuals to afford such housing which is available in

the market today, but at the core of this inability to relo-

cate nom/hites is the ever present problem of discrimination

which exists with respect to nonwhites,

... on July 1, 1959, the Attorney General of the
state of California issued a ruling that redevelopment
agencies in the state of California cannot service the
listing of a landlord who will not accept members of
minority groups as tenants. The trickle of availabili-
ties listed with the agency (Redevelopment Agency of the
City and County of San Francisco) by private landlords
immediately disappeared. During a 2-month period fol-
lowing (Attorney General) Mosk decision, the redevelop-
ment agency housing locators made 502 calls on landlords
with respect to existing rental vacancies. Of this num-
ber, only 14 were available on a nondiscriminatory
basis. **

The Urban Renewal Agency in January 19S0, to partly meet

this problem, encouraged the employment of regional intergroup

1 3. Ibid .

14. Ibid . , p. 92.
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relation officers charged with the duty of giving staff

assistances on the intergroup relation aspects in the selec-

tion and planning of urban renewal areas; land acquisition

and disposition; the planning and execution of relocation.

The agency which has the ultimate power to assure adequate

relocation is the HffFA. And that power lies in the fact that

they have the ability to withhold certification or recodifi-

cation. There is evidence in the past such as in the case of

the Reynolds Study where the HHFA has not been vigorous in

holding the local communities to proper relocation practices.

A suggested standard for relocation practice which is

consistant with the aims of urban renewal was stated by Frank

Quinn, executive director of the San Francisco's Council for

Civil Unity before the Federal Commission on Civil Rights

(I960):

A general survey of housing vacancies should not be
accepted as sufficient, but rather a plan for the place-
ment of the dislocated, family by family, should be de-
veloped. If it cannot be shown that each family will
have a specific housing opportunity, the area is not
ready for Federal assistance. -5

"220" Housing

Another program for housing open to persons relocated by

urban renewal projects is section 220 housing which is popular-

ly known as reuso housing. It is a companion program to sec-

tion 221 housing. It, however, has proposed questions to

15. Ibid.
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which answers have not been satisfactorily found. The nature

of this program is that it provides for a system of mortgage

insurance to assist in the financing of rehabilitation of

existing dwellings and the construction of new ones if they

are located in an urban renewal area. The big question which

has not been satisfactorily resolved is who will have access

to the new or rehabilitated housing. If the land is to be

rebuilt with housing will it be only available to persons of

high inooae, because this will help to bolster sagging rev-

enue, or is this an argument to exclude minority groups7

Another question which has not been answered is, will reuse

housing be available to all citizens regardless of race?

It should be noted that neither the Federal urban renewal

statute nor the workable program regulations for community

improvement contains any requirement as to reuse of cleared

aroas.

In addition, there are no firmly expressed policy state-

ments on discrimination which the USA follows. Commenting on

this William L. Slayton, Urban Renewal Commissioner, said;

The Urban Renewal Administration has no requirements
expressly prohibiting racial or other ethnic group dis-
crimination in the sale or rental of property built in
urban renewal projects areas by private developers. In
the absence of policy directives on this subject from
oither the Congress or the Executive, the Agency regards
anti-discrimination requirements as a matter for local
(or State) determination.

However, consistent with the position that anti-
discrimination policy is a matter for local determina-
tion, the following requirements are administered to
facilitate and encourage acceptance of a full measure of
such responsibility—urban renewal plans cannot contain
provisions racially restrictive of use or occupancy in
the project area. Before the disposition of lands in
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projects areas, any restrictive covenants based on race
or creed must be removed. Moreover, disposition c'ocu-

ments must prohibit the establishment of any agreement
or other instrument restricting use of the land on such
basis. 15

It is not fair to suggest that nonwhites have been ex-

cluded entirely from reuse housing. What is suggested is

that the large number of nonwhites have not been proportional-

ly accommodated with respects to whites in the units avail-

able. The following statement from the same i960 KHPA report

underlines this suggestion:

URA reports that as of December 31 , i960, there
were 6l urban renewal dwelling-type projects in construc-
tion or completed. Of those, 57 had some degree of non-
white occupancy. A total of 29.870 dwelling units were
occupied and of this number, 9.793 units, including
1,330 units of public low-rent housing, were occupied by
nonwhites. There were 1*0 projects (including 7 low-rent
developments) which were conducting sales or rentals on
a noncontrolled "open-occupancy" basis and 2 were avail-
able to nonwhites on a controlled "open-occupancy" basis.
(The latter redevelopment were utilizing a "benign quota"
system, which regulates the percentage of nonwhites ac-
cepted in a given project, or were assigning nonwhites
to a certain location within the project area.) Fifteen
projects were occupied totally by nonwhites, whether pro-
gramed for such use or because of market factors.

These figures indicate substantial nonwhite partic-
ipation in reuse housing. However, the 61 projects re-
ported represent only a small part of the total number
of urban renewal projects. As of June 30. I960, 2^5
residential projects were in advanced planning or had
contracts authorised. Moreover, these figures do not
indicate the greater number of nonwhite displaced from
these sites. Often their low-income status renders them
unable to return to their original neighborhoods. 1 '

Considering the fact that the majority of persons displaced

by urban renewal projects are nonwhite, the lower proportion

of nonwhites occupying reuse housing in these urban renewal

16. Ibid . , p. 101.
17. Ibid . , p. 102.
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sites gives an indication that there is and will be a shifting

change in racial residential patterns.

"221" Housing

It is assumed that relocation agencies cannot relocate

all people displaced by urban renewal project areas into the

••listing housing within a community effected by urban re-

newal. Another avenue of approach is open to then for relo-

cation in the form of "221" housing authorized by the Federal

Housing Administration (JTIA) to provide the additional hous-

ing needed. This type of housing is provided under the pro-

visions section 221 of Housing Act of 195^-

Until the passage of Housing Act of 19Sl only persons

displaced by governmental action and families residing in

urban renewal project areas were eligible for this program.

Under the new Housing Act the program has been expanded to

include both low and moderate income groups as well, and the

more liberal terms are afforded persons displaced by urban

renewal projects. The governmental actions which qualifies

displaced persons for program are governmental construction

such as highways, public buildings, playgrounds, low-rent

housing projects, and code enforcement; eviction as on over-

income tenants in low-rent housing; and construction by quasi-

public bodies such as State universities.

Another feature of the nexj- act was to set forth the

maximum mortgage amounts.
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Low Cost Area High Cost Area

1-family $11 , COO $15 , 000
2-faraily 18,000 25,000
3-family..... 27,000 32,000
4-family 33,000 SS.OOO-10

The method of operation for this program is:

Eligible displacees or potential displacees obtain
certificates of eligibility for 221 mortgage insurance
from the community government or the local public agency
concerned. These certificates entitle the holder to
priority in renting units available under the 221 rental
housing program. 3?or single-family dwellings an eligi-
ble family presents its certificate to the seller, build-
er, or lender it chooses in buying a home.

The builder with a section 221 guarantee (under the
more liberal terms available for displacees) who erects
new housing, or who rehabilitates existing housing and
spends at least 20 percent of the mortgage proceeds to

rehabilitate it, must keep the property available for
sale ox- rental for 60 days after its completion to per-
mit holders of 221 certificates an opportunity to pur-
chase the property. After the 60-day waiting period the
builder may sell the property to anyone under 221 terms.
An existing dwelling of less than 20 percent rehabilita-
tion, however, must be sold to a displaced family to
obtain 221 terms. 19

This program was originated with the purpose of helping

to speed the relocation of displaced persons and to aid the

large numbers of low-income, nonwhite displaced persons obtain

"decent, safe and sanitary housing" which would help to im-

prove their environment. This is also the opportunity for

upgrading neighborhoods which would otherwise deteriorate by

virtue of the rehabilitation phase of this program.

Unfortunately the great promise of this program has not

been realized. A special HHFA report of 1959 sites some of

the reasons why.

16. Ibid., p. Sh.
19. Ibid.
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. . . whereas section 221 housing accomplishments
has boon striking in some communities, its overall sec-
cess in providing housing for low-income relooatees
left a groat deal to be desired. Only 33 percent of new
construction under 221 had been occupied by certificate
holders , while 56 percent of rehabilitated 221 housing
has gone to certificate holders. As of December 31,
I960, JTHA had issued 33,051 mortgage insurance policies
under s action 221 covering i>7,486 dwelling units. (Of
these units, 39,046 were for single homes and 8,4^0 were
for units contained in project-type rental developments.)
On March 31, 19S1, PHA announced that a total quota of
106,270 units of 221 housing had been authorized for the
50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Kico.
It is apparent, then that the building of section 221
dwellings lags far behind the certified need. 20

Kuch criticism is directed at FHA for the inability of

this program to produce more significant results.

The recurrent complaint on this point was expressed by

John H. Haas , author of 221—Tap Program Nobody Knows , and

executive secretary of the Metropolitan Association of General

Improvement Contractors, testified before the Senate Sub-

Committee on Housing as follows

:

Congress meant 221 housing to be a supplementary
insurance program for assistance to families, and so
forth. W3&. has chosen to completely reverse this intent
of Congress in a very thorough and elaborate manner.
Through its administrative prerogative, it has instituted
a complete system of checks and balances, prerequisites,
conditions, and underwriting principles which resulted in
a portfolio of mortgage insurance as gilt edged, econom-
ically sound, and riskless as gold bullion stored away at
Fort Knox. . . .21

Another criticism of 221 housing is the way it has been

manipulated with respect to racial groups. An example of

this was given by Professor Hoi J. Ravitz of Wayne State Uni-

versity, senior social economist of the Detroit City Plan

20. Ibid.., p. 95-
21. Ibid.
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Commission, and chairman of the Relocation Advisory Committee

of til© Detroit Housing Agency:

Tfnile section 221 of the Housing Act of 195^ is

designed to aid these displacees buy a home by guar-
anteeing a mortgage of up to $10,000 ($15,000 in high
cost area) with very little downpayment , this 221 pro-
gram has not worked well in Detroit. In many instances
the credit rating of the family is not adequate to per-
mit the loan to be made. Secondlj', many of the houses
newly built to attract 221 certificate holdors are in-
adequate for the needs of these families. Incidentally,
they are being built almost exclusively in all-Negro or

heavily Negro areas. If a Negro family were to choose
to use the 221 provisions—as it r.iay~for either now
housing above the $10,000 ($15,000) level or for new
housing in the suburbs, it would experience a variety of
diiViculties related to credit rating and availability of
a mortgage. While theoretically there is a Federal agen-
cy (Voluntary Home Mortgage Credit Program) to assure
minority group mortgage money, if the local lending agen-
cies are unwilling or unable to grant the mortgage, this
program does not work smoothly. As a consequence of
these difficulties the Negro family that has an adequate
credit rating and uses its 221 opportunity usually finds
itself buying either a small house in an all or nearly
all-Negro area or a used house also in an all or nearly
all-Negro area.^2

Another examplo of this type of racial discrimination

took place in Philadelphia as reported by the Philadelphia

Commission on Human Relations:

A developer in the northeast section of Philadelphia
constructed 5k- section 221 homes which were advertised
and sold for $9,290. The Rehousing Bureau of the Phila-
delphia Redevelopment Authority, central relocation agen-
cy for the area, disclosed that only veterans living in

an all-white public housing section that was being torn
down in northeast Philadelphia were informed of the new
development. (These veterans wore ineligible for entry
into other public housing since their income exceeded
maximum limits.) Nonwhite relocatees in north central
Philadelphia, however, received no information whatsoever
on the new 221 development. As a result, only two of the
houses went to displaced certificate holders; the balance

Ibid. , p. 97.
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were sold to nondisplaced white purchasers after the
60-day priority period for displacees had passed. 23

I do not want to suggest that 221 housing has been a

failure everywhere, because it has not been. Columbus , Ohio

and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania have had programs which seem to

have been examplary.

As of March 31, 196l , Columbus, a low-cost area,
had an authorized quota of 2,212 units. The relative
ease and rapidity with which that city was able to meet
FHA requirements made it possible to build and complete-
ly occupy two 221 rental projects, Southgate Manor and
Eastgate Apartments. The former was the first multi-
family rental housing project in the nation to receive
an PHA commitment under Section 221. ^

Pittsburgh 1 s experience with an authorized quota of
1,150 dwelling units is another 221 success story. Its
Spring Hills Gardens development was the second section
221 rental housing project oompletod in the Nation.
Both white and nonwhite relocatees found housing in this
well-located, attractive project in a previously all-
white neighborhood of third- and fourth-generation middle-
income families. J. Stanley Purnell, of Action-Housing
Inc., and president of the nonprofit Spring Gardens Cor-
poration, observed that:

Renting these apartments has gone quite slowly, but
today they are 93 percent rented, the mortgage is cur-
rent, and Spring Hill Gardens is financially sound. \ie

have caused now private rental housing to be provided at
a price far below any other new private development. 25

Public Housing

Another approach to the housing of families displaced by

urban renewal is the relocating of these families into public

housing projects. Public housing is a program which the

23. Ibid . , r>^>. 97-93.
24. Ibid ., p. 98.
25. Ibid. , p. 99.
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Federal government plays a direct role in both construction

and management. It is an important program which was brought

into being with the passage of the United States Housing Act

of 1937. There was a limited program prior to passage of

this Act and it was carried on by the Public Work Administra-

tion. The importance of this program will continue as the

local urban renewal agencies endeavor to use all available

means to insure "decent, safe, and sanitary housing" for

those individuals displaced by urban renewal projects.

The purpose of public housing is to provide housing for

persons whose present income is too low and which doesn t

qualify them to purchase or rent standard housing available

in the private market. To help provide this shelter, both

Federal and local governments have combined their resources.

This program of low-rent public housing is local to the

e.-tent that the municipality concerned with the development

of a low-rent public housing E>r°ject must choose sites for

the housing. It plans, designs, constructs, owns and operates

each project. All local actions with respect to housing

standards are subject to approval of PI-IA and are the pre-

requisite for planning grants to the local public housing

authority. The usual method of financing these projects is

to issue municipal bonds which are repaid by the rental in-

come of the project. It should be noted that PHA pledges its

credit as security for repayment and, in addition, it makes

yearly contributions to help maintain the low rent character

of the project.
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Public housing h.as not been without its critics. Some

tend to view it as a device to further promote segregation

Of minority groups while others state that in the past, be-

cause of quota restrictions and other exclusive devices,

minorities have not received their fair share of the units

available in a given municipality.

In Detroit, where nonwhites make up 29 porcent of

the population, 51.3 percent of the 7.700 public housing

tenants were nonwhite, as of September 30, i960. In Los

Angeles, where nonwhites make up only 15 percent of the

population, 86 percent of the total families (35.000

people) occupying public housing units were nonwhites,

as of September 30, 1959. Negroes, who comprise only 12

percent of the city's population, constituted 65 porcent

of this total. In Baltimore, where nonwhites make up kl

percent of the population, they occupy 75 percent of the

9,500 public housing units.- 5

It has been stated that low economic status is a major

factor in this disproportionate nonwhite use of public hous-

ing. A witness before the Federal Commission on Civil Rights

I960 testified that:

This focuses attention upon unrealistic, undemo-
cratic, and unjust practices of the housing forces in

the private real estate market who cling to outmoded
patterns of racial segregation. Inability to secure
housing in the real estate market on an open-occupancy
basis and the accumulated effect of employment discrimi-
nation are directly responsible for the disproportionate
number of nonwhite families in public housing. 2 7

Much of this heavy concentration of minorities into public

housing projects is due to the site selection procedure fol-

lowed by the various municipalities. It has been and at

present is still a thorny proposition. Technically, PHA ad-

vises that the location of public housing units should be in

26. Ibid. , p. 110.
27. Ibid. , p. 111.
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slun cleared areas or in any area which best suits the needs

of the community. This sounds all well and good but doesn't

describe the actual picture. Pressure groups play a strong

and dominant role in selection of sites for public housing:

. . . neighborhood groups resist proposals to locate
public housing in nonsluin neighborhoods or in outlying
areas, and public pressure on local governing bodies of-
ten prevents appropriate site selection. For example,
George A. Beavers , Jr., chairman of the Housing Authority
of Los Angeles, told the Commission (Federal Commission
on Civil Rights) that in 1952 and 1953. political pres-
sure forced the public housing authority to reduce a

planned construction from 10,000 to J;-,532 units; and that

the same pressure, generated by a public housing con-
troversy, secured a law which required a referendum be-
fore any public housing could be built. This law was

"aimed directly at public housing.

"

2°

There are also the economic and political interests who

thrive on racially segregated areas. This is highlighted in

the study of site selection in Chicago by Meyerson and Banfield

who were associated with the Chicago Housing Authority during

the 1950' s.

The property owners obviously represent a vested
economic interest. Their properties, moreover, are
rarely single family homes and often produce income as

rooming houses, nulti-family structures, or makeshift
kitchenettes, so notoriously present in Chicago. The
business and professionals likewise fare well in the busy
and monopolistic markets stemming from restraints on

Negro living space. . . . The politicians, of course,
thrive in districts where the precincts are heavy and
grow larger week by week. ^

The use of economic, political and neighborhood pressures

by local discriminatory factions should be considered. This

pressure probably accounts for the reason why, in the case of

28. Ibid . , p. 112.
29. Meyers on, Martin and Edward C. Banfield. Politics

Planning and the Public Interest . The Free Press, Glencoo,
Illinois, 1955. p. 101.
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Chicago, 85 percent of the public housing is occupied by

Negroes, most of which is located in the area known as the

"Black Belt".

However public housing does have its bright side. It

has provided a substantial number of units of "decent, safe

and sanitary housing" for low-income groups in the past 25

years.

PI-IA. is trying and with, some success to change its

architectural concept of housing. When possible PHA officials

are using other forms in housing design than the sterile and

cold high rise type. They use what is called "scatteriza-

tion". This is a process which breaks down heavy concentra-

tions of people in public housing units in a few particular

areas in a community. It has the effect of spreading people

and housing units throughout the community. This technique

has had some beneficial effects which can be seen from 1959

Federal Commission Civil Rights hearing:

In 1959, at the Commission's hearing in Hew York,

William Reid, chairman of the New York Housing Authority,

stated that "the authority is emphasizing the develop-

ment of smaller projects which will better lend them-
^

selves to becoming a part of the surrounding community.

Today some 10,000 units in scattered sites projects

are either completed or under construction in more than

15 communities. These programs have largely been well

received. The projects range from single-family homes

and duplexes in California, to New York City vestpocket

apartment buildings housing 168 families. Sacramento,

California, has recently moved U-6 Negro and k white

families into scattered, single family rental homos with

a high degree of success. John G. Melville, San Francis-

co regional Public Housing Administration director,

pointed out a unique advantage to scattered public hous-

ingi "T/e get them built before people who oppose public

housing find out about them." But scattered site selec-

tion has a more positive advantage. It improves appear-

ance and is an incentive to other homeowners to improve
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their rsroperty, thus upgrading an otherwise deteriorating
neighborhood. 30

Another program which is fostered by PHA, and which re-

lates to "scattoration" , is the acquiring and rehabilitation

of existing housing for public housing. This program calls

for the selecting of housing which is scattered and basically-

sound but of a deteriorating nature in what are presently

built-up neighborhoods. "The idea is to renovate them and

bring them up to public housing standards. It has the ad-

vantage of saving existing neighborhoods from creeping blight

and providing living units in less time at a lower cost. In

areas of open occupancy this can mean increasing the land

area open to nonwhites and help to thin out areas of racial

concentration. Public housing is not the cure-all it was

once through by some to be for the problems of slums and the

providing of housing for those who are of low-income class

and can afford only sub-standard rents. However, it is a

basic tool which can be used in this regard provided it is

employed in the hands of alert and imaginative people.

30. "Housing", 1961 Commission on Civil Rights Report.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. , p. 115.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE TOPEKA RELOCATION PLAN

The Urban Renewal Agency of the City of Topeka is the

legally constituted authority appointed to prepare and carry

out relocation plans for that city and its federal aid pro-

jects. Assisting them in this effort is the Citizens' Relo-

cation Advisory Committee. The Urban Renewal Agency personnel

consist of a Relocation Supervisor and three Relocation Inter-

viewers. The Citizens' Relocation Advisory Committee is com-

posed of representative citizens of the City of Topelca and

is charged with investigating and suggesting possible alter-

native methods of meeting the relocation needs of the people

to be displaced. Hue to a recommendation by this advisory

committee the agency employed a Staff Sociologist to advise

on relocation.

Another sociologist, Dr. William H. Key, from Washburn

University has served as consultant to the agency. He, along

with personnel from the Shawnee County Board of Social Welfare

and Kenning er Foundation instituted a training program for the

agency's interviewers. Upon conclusion of this training pe-

riod the interviewers conducted personal interviews with resi-

dents of the Urban Renewal area, usually referred to as the

"iCeyway" area, to determine the relocation needs, wishes and

resources of the residents and to determine what problems, if

any, these residents would encc iter in finding housing which
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met their noeds and the relocation standards required by lax*.

Statistical data derived from these interviews was carefully

studied and considered by the Relocation Staff, Citizens'

Relocation Advisory Committee and the Urban Renewal Agency

Board of Commissioners in the preparation of their "Reloca-

tion Plan". Consideration was also given to experience gained

hy the Relocation Staff in its aiding of 133 families that

wore displaced hy that portion of right-of-way for United

States Interstate Highway 70 which is part of the Keyway area.

These 138 families xeere relocated in existing housing which

met the legal relocation requirements and was satisfactory to

them.

Administrative Organization

The relocation staff of the Topeka Urban Renewal Agency

is convposed of the follov/ing officers:

1. Director of Relocation and Property Manager

2. Throe Relocation Interviexjers

3. Staff Sociologist

k-. Consulting Sociologist

5. Secretary

The duties of each staff member are:

Director of Relocation and Property Manager—It is the duty

of this officer to:

1. Direct, supervise and oversee the administration of

the relocation services and to implement them
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according to the relocation plan.

2. To delegate authority and direct the performance of

staff members with respect to relocation services

and operations when necessary.

3. Maintain close liaison with the social agencies of

Topelca and the Citizen Relocation Advisory Committee

to receive advise from them concerning the problems

of the people displaced by the Keyway Urban Renewal

Area.

h. At regular intervals he submits reports to the

Executive Director and the Commissioners of Urban

Renewal Agency concerning the progress he made in

relocation services and operation of the relocation

plan.

5. By personal inspection see that housing available to

relocatees conforms to the legal standard for decent,

safe and sanitary housing.

6. Assume responsibility for ail activities with respect

to the maintenance, management and oper<.t:-on of

property acquired by the urban renewal agency.

Relocation Interviewer—The primary duties of personnel hold-

ing this title are:

1. To inform all individual householders or specific

families within her particular area of the relocation

service available to them through the Urban Renewal

Agency; to determine individual relocation problems

and resources; and to establish personal contact with
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the individuals and families in her assigned area.

2. Help in directing families to housing which has been

approved for relocation; assist the families in solu-

tion of other relocation problems; submit reports

concerning relocation activities and services per-

formed by her.

3. When families and individual householders have been

relocated she should conduct a follow-up interview.

Soi-ff Sociologist—This individual is to :

1. Compile the statistical data obtained by the inter-

viewers and recorded in the individual householder

or family's interview folder to help determine the

total

:

a. housing needs,

b. financial needs necessary to meet these

housing needs, and

c. social needs which must be met during the

relocation period.

2. Collect and compile statistical information concerning

the availability of potential and actual housing re-

source in Topeka to meet the needs of the relocatees.

3. Help discern what the particular needs of individual

householders and families are and to recommend the

type of assistance necessary to satisfy these needs.

This is a continuing process and only terminates when

all persons concerned are finally relocated.

4. Be the intermediary between the relocation staff and
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the other social organization in Topeka.

5. Keep on hand current information concerning individ-

ual householders and families who have already been

relocated.

6. 3e able to compile all information concerning the

relocation effort and serve as co-author of the final

relocation report.

7. Fill the position of Executive Secretary of the

Citizens Relocation Advisory Committee.

Consulti.-y-: Sociologist—The duties of this individual are:

1. Serx'e as technical advisor to the Executive Director

and Urban Renewal Agency Commissioners on planning

for relocation.

2. Serve as consultant to the Director of Relocation

and the Relocation Interviewers on the problems and

solutions of these relocation problems.

3. Assist the relocation staff by advising on the formu-

lation of plans necessary to carry out programs of

community relations.

k. Serve as consultant to the Citizens Relocation Ad-

visory Committee.

5. Supervise the follow-up interview after relocation.

6. Collect material on Urban Renexra.1 Relocation and

help co-author the final report.

7. Help do ;ormine by social research what the future

needs of Urban Renewal in Topeka will be.
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Secretary :

1. Serve as recoptionist for the relocation staff and

direct the persons coning to the relocation office

to members of staff who can best help them.

2. Keep up to date files and permanent records concerned

with the services and activities of the relocation

plan.

The following divisions outline certain practices to be

carried out in the matter of relocations.

Relocation Standards in Topeka

The relocation staff will personally inspect all per-

manent dwellings which they recommend to persons who are to

be displaced by the urban renewal project. The following are

the physical standards to which these dwellings must comply:

a. Sanitary, heating, cooking and lighting facilities

—

All dwelling accommodations must in general provide
decent, safe and sanitary facilities. As a minimum
requirement , dwelling accommodations must provide:

1. Hot and cold running water
2. Private flush toilet facilities
3. Private bath or shoxcer facilities
h. Safe and sanitary provisions for cooking,

including a kitchen sink
5. Safe and adequate central heating facilities
6. Sufficient living area so as not to cause over

croxfding for the particular family
7. Safe electrical lighting facilities
3. A minimum of one window per room to provide

adequate ventilation.

b. Structural Condition—All dwellings accommodations
must in general be in a structurally safe condition.

1. The structural condition of the buildings must
not constitute an unreasonable fire or safety
hazard to the occupants.

2. The vertical structural members or supports of
the building must not lean, list or buckle to
an extent that safety is questionable.
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3. The floor must be of sufficient strength to

withstand normal weight loads.
k. Adequato facilities for egress in case of

fire must be provided,

1

Standards to Determine Displacee's Ability to Pay :

a. Purchase

1. Maximum Total Purchase Price: The total pur-

chase price of a home should not exceed two

and one-half times the gross annual income

of the individual householder or family.

2. Maximum Monthly Mortgage Payments: In the

case where the individual householder or

family must make monthly payments to pay the

purchase price or a part of it the latest

Topeka FHA office standard concerning mort-

gage credit in the Topeka area will be fol-

lowed by the relocation staff.

b. Sent

Ihe monthly rent paid by the displacees

including all utilities should not exceed

25 percent the total, individual or family,

income.

All relocation housing which is to be recommended by the

relocation staff shall be reasonably accessible to places of

employment and the areas in which it is located should not

Ibid . , p. IS.
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bo less desirable with respect to public utilities and com-

mercial areas than in the area in which they are presently

located.

Temporary Relocation

All temporary housing for individual householder or

family shall be of "limited extent and duration". It is the

responsibility of tho relocation staff to locate these people

as soon as possible into housing which conforms to the relo-

cation standard mentioned previously. The following are the

two conditions under which the relocation staff may allow

persons to acquire temporary relocation housing:

1. In the event the existing dwelling accommoda-
tions situated on the real estate acquired by tho Urban
Renewal Agency of the City of Topeka are unfit for human
habitation due to dilapedation, fire hazards, lack of
ventilation, light or sanitary facilities or any other
conditions rendering the accommodations detrimental to
the health, safety and welfare of the residents, tem-
porary relocation may be required.

2. In the event the existing dwelling accommoda-
tions situated on the real estate so acquired by the
Urban Renewal Agenoy of tho City of Topeka must be va-
cated and demolished to afford maximum opportunity for
the redevelopment of the real estate in accordance with
the Keyway Urban Renewal Plan, temporary relocation may
be required.

2

a. Standard Applicable for Temporary Relocation

All temporary relocation housing which is recom-

mended by the relocation staff shall be in such a

condition that it is safe and habitable and shall

be equal at least to the present dwelling occupied

by the displace©.

Ibid . , p. 20.
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b. Relationship of Responsibility of Agency for

Temporary and Permanent Relocation.

Temporary relocations do not relieve the agency of

responsibility of finding permanent housing or

providing the services necessary to find permanent

housing for the displacee.

Eligibility for Relocation and Relocation Payment

a. Family

A group of two or more persons living together and
related by blood, marriage, or adoption; or two or

more single persons hot related by blood, marriage,
or adoption xdio are living together in a single
housekeeping unit.

b. Individuals

A person who is a member of a family as defined in

paragraph (a) above.

c. Business Concern

A corporation, firm, partnership, individual, or

other entity engaged in some type of business or

profession necessitating fixtures, equipment, stock
in trade, or other tangible property for the carry-
ing on of the business or profession. Nonprofit
organizations and institutions, such as churches
and hospitals, are included.

3

Authorization for Relocation Payment

The authorization of payment is under the provision

1« USCA (f) (2), which states:

(2) As used in this subsection, the term 'relocation
payments' means payments by a local public agency to

•individuals, families, and business concerns for their
reasonable and necessary moving expenses and any actual
losses of property except goodwill or profit (which are

Cbid. . p. 26.
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incurred on and after August 7, 1956 t and for which
reimbursement or compensation is not otherwise made)
resulting from their displacement from an urban renewal
area made necessary by (i) the acquisition of real prop-
erty by a local public agency or by any other public
body, (ii) code enforcement activities undertaken in

connection with an urban renewal project, or (iii) a

program of voluntary rehabilitation of building or other
improvements in accordance xjith an urban renewal plan:
Provide, That such payments shall not be made after
completion of the project or if completion is deferred
solely for the purpose of obtaining further relocated
payments. Such payments shall be made subject to such
rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Admin-
istrator, and shall not exceed $200 In the case of an
individual or family, or $3,000 in the case of a business
concern. Such rules and regulations may include pro-
visions authorizing payment to individuals and families
of fixed amounts (not to exceed $200 in any case) in
lieu of their respective reasonable and necessary moving
expens es .

*

These relocation payments which are in addition to the pay-

ments made for the acquisition of real estate are made by the

Topelca Urban Renewal Agency.

Method of Relocation Payment

The individual householder, family or business concern

may move at their own expense. If they choose this method

they will be reimbursed by Urban Renewal Authority up to the

maximum allowed upon the presentation of a receipted bill.

They also may choose to, by prearrangement with the authority,

move and then have the Urban Renewal Authority pay the mover

directly. To receive tBtese relocation payments written evi-

dence must be presented to the agency to support claims of

expenses incurred in moving.

Ibid. , p. 25.
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Activities

Due to the experience gained from these interviews, the

relocation of the 138 families, and the advice given by the

citizens' Relocation Advisory Committee, a philosophy con-

cerning relocation was developed, a philosophy which was to

serve as a guide in making decisions and formulating policies

with respect to relocation.

One of the primary tenets of this philosophy is

:

. . . the autonomy of each family or individual
householder be respected at all times. It is not the
function of the Relocation Staff to make any decisions
for or impose any decisions on the residents of Keyway.
Rather, the primary function of the Relocation Staff
is to maintain a close relationship with the residents
and to aid them in any way possible in making or car-
rying out realistic decisions. To do this, it is

necessary for the Relocation Staff to obtain specific
information concerning the individual householders
and families to be relocated.

5

All information which was obtained from the interviewers

was held in the strictest confidence at all times.

Because the specific requirements of the law focus on

the provisions of decent, safe and sanitary housing, and be-

cause the provision of such housing was a difficult task in

itself, there was a tendency to think of relocation as being

equivalent to finding suitable housing for people who must be

moved. It involved more than finding housing for the families

displaced. Urban renewal legislation was first enacted with

the intent of helping families improve their living conditions,

5. Relocation Report-^Bovolopment of the Relocation Plan

for "Keyway" Urban Renewal Area, Topeka, Kansas, p. 3.
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and its primary justification was the opportunities it would

present to the families being displaced. The experience of

other communities has shown that a change of housing does not

automatically improve the life situation of individuals or

social conditions in the neighborhood or community. Successful

relocation is more than the mere physical rehousing of dis-

placed persons. A primary aim in relocation is that it of-

fers to the community and to the people being relocated the

opportunity not only to improve their living standards but

also the opportunity to improve their living standards but

also the opportunity to improve the psychological and social

conditions usually associated with slum living.

While any Relocation Plan must, of necessity, first
formulate and consider the negative aspects (problems)
of relocation, the plan must also emphasize the con-
structive aspect of relocation through the solutions for
the problems which it adopts and the way in which it
carries out these solutions. These solutions must pro-
vide the opportunity for individual householders and
families to realize goals which for various reasons they,
have found it impossible to realize prior to relocation.

In summary, the philosophy which guides the Topeka Urban

Renewal Relocation Plan in its day to day operations can be

expressed as follows:

1. The autonomy of each family, individual householder

or small businessman to be relocated is respected. The staff

exist to facilitate the transition not to make the decisions.

2. The information gathered from the family is to be

held in strict confidence.

5. Ibid . , p. k.
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3. Helping families relocate in decent, safe and sani-

tary housing which is within their means and without undue

hardship to then, is a minimum legal requirement which must

be met but which is not the sole goal of relocation.

1». Successful relocation must take into account the

sociological and psychological problems created or intensi-

fied by involuntary residential mobility.

5. The constructive aspects of, or opportunities created

by, relocation must be emphasized.

Analysis of Relocation Problems

1. Overall Problems

The total number of families and individual householders

to be displaced by the Keyway Project (including 1-70 right-of-

way which passes through the project area) is estimated to be

6^8. Of these, 138 families and individual householders had

(by December, I960) been relocated into housing meeting the

legal relocation requirements, leaving a workload of 510 fami-

lies and individual householders remaining as of January 1,

19ol. All information, statistical or otherwise, contained

in this paper is based on this figure of 510. It should be

mentioned that a family, individual or business concern can

not be added to the workload until the Agency acquires their

property.

From the analysis of the interviews the problems faced

by the residents of Keyway seem to fall into two general

categories: (1) those problems affecting all residents to a

greater or lesser degree, and (2) those problems affecting

certain groups within Keyway.
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Problems Affecting All Residents of Keyway

Regardless of whether a person can find or afford hous-

ing meeting his needs and minimum standards, forced reloca-

tion will result, at least temporarily, in a disruption of

living patterns. Residents must leave ties developed in the

present neighborhood and gain acceptance in the neighborhood

into which they move. This includes giving up and re-estab-

lishing friendships, many of which were formed because of

particular nesds of the individual. In all probability it

will mean moving some distance from work, church, familiar

moeting places, and familiar business establishments where

they are known and where their credit may already be estab-

lished.

Problems Affecting Specific Groups of Residents

In addition to the common problems faced by all persons

who are displaced, certain individuals or groups will have

to face additional problems which are particular in nature.

In April, I960, the Topeka Real Estate Board and the

Multiple Listings Exchange had a housing availability study

conducted in Topeka. Certain aspects of this study were com-

pared to the housing needs of site occupants and their ability

to pay for these housing needs as revealed by an analysis of

the interviews which were held. It was estimated from this

study that 52 percent of the householders had the necessary

financial resources to acquire housing, by rant or by pur-

chase, which meet their needs and which conform to the legal

definition for relocation housing. The remaining 48 percent

of the households had incomes which \irere too low to afford
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the current rent levels, and their credit was too limited to

make it possible for them to purchase adequate housing in

some other area in the community.

From information obtained from the individual interview

folders it was estimated that there were 256 individual house-

holders and families to be relocated who were members of mi-

nority groups in the community. Of these, 112 individual

householders and families were Mexican and lW were Negro.

Even those within these groups who had the financial resource

to rent or purchase housing elsewhere in Topeka had a dif-

ficult time doing, so because of existing local customs.

An analysis of the age composition of the individual

householders and families to be relocated revealed 180 units

in which the head of the family was 60 years of age or over.

All problems for these people were compounded because of the

critical factors of old age and because the strong ties these

people had built up over a period of years.

There is a significant aspect to these problems of re-

location—they are overlapping. For example, approximately

12 percent (67) of the older people in the Keyway area were

also members of a racial minority and of the low income group.

The 232 small businesses which were located in the Keyway

area also must face special difficulties. A major problem

which they had to face was the lack of financial resources

which included: the lack of income during the period required

to move and re-establish their business, or the necessity to

pay higher rents, remodel existing structures or build new

ones. They had to try to relocate into areas which would
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serve as a market for their goods and services. They were

also faced with the fact that they might have to close their

present establishments, which had been the source of their

income, and enter the labor market.

Relocation plans and Procedures

In an effort to solve these problems, certain plans and

procedures were carefully considered and adopted by the Relo-

cation Staff. To assist families in locating housing units

which (1) met their specific needs, (2) were as good as or

batter than their present housing unit, and (3) met the mini-

mum standards required hy law, several plans were formulated

and adopted by the Relocation Staff. The Multiple Listing

Exchange of the Topeka Real Estate Board agreed to furnish the

Relocation Staff, copies of their listings of houses for sale.

These listings were filed at the Urban Renewal Office and are

available to all residents of the Keyway area. Request for

types of units needed were from time to time listed in the

local newspapers. Information on listings obtained in this

manner were kept on file at the Urban Renewal Office. The

local daily newspapers were checked for real estate listings

to see if they net the needs of families who were ready to

relocate. The staff interviewers watched for "lor Rent" and

"For Sale" signs in the various neighborhoods of the community

and the residents of Keyway also informed the members of the

Relocation Stuff of housing they found but did not take. Mem-

bers of the staff referred all housing units to individual

householders or families which seemed to fit their needs.
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Interviewers arranged, meetings with both agencies and private

individuals who had housing available for inspection by Key-

way residents.

A working relationship between the Topelca Real Estate

Board and Urban Henowal Agency was established with the pur-

pose of assisting residents who wished to purchase a home.

(See page 1^4-, Appendix. ) All interested real estate agencies

could obtain from any member of the Relocation Staff the name,

address and phono number of residents who were interested in

purchasing a home and whose previous home had been purchased

by the Urban Renewal Agency. At this time, a brief resume of

housing needs of the family was also issued to the realtor.

It was then the responsibility of the real estate agent to

show the interested family suitable housing which would fulfill

its needs. This plan did not change or alter the responsibil-

ity of the Relocation Staff for assisting the resident of

Keyway. A staff interviewer checked from time to time with

the family and the real estate agency to see what progress was

being made. She also continued her association with the family

for the purpose of being able to assist them in any way

possible.

Close liaison was maintained with the social agencies of

Topelca so that cooperative effort could be achieved in assist-

ing the residents of ICeytiray.

The Urban Renewal Agency is a member of the Social Ser-

vice Exchange of Topelca, which is a clearing house for social

agencies in Topelca. This was done in an effort to make cer-

tain if any of the residents in Keyway were known to a social
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agency. This is a service which provides for referral to

social agencies when residents are in need of their assist-

ance. Usually the referral is made by the Relocation Inter-

viewer who works with the individual household or family.

The Small Business Administration (see pp. 1^5.1^-S> Appen-

dix) informed the Relocation Supervisor that they were willing

to provide certain services to small businesses, including:

1. Granting a moratorium of not more than one year
before starting repayment of loan, or;

2. Seduction of payment during the early years of
the loan with increased payment in the later years.'

Relocation payments were made by the URA to both in-

dividual householders (maximum $200) and business (maximum

$25,000) under the federal assistance provisions authorized

in the provisions of if-2 USCA, Sect. 1^56 (f) (2).

Residents who had not been relocated by the time their

present residence was to be demolished had temporary reloca-

tion within the project area. The cost involved in this

temporary relocation was charged as a project expenditure and

did not effect the resident's relocation payment, they still

received their $200 relocation payment, when time came for

them to permanently relocate.

Another form of assistance granted to the local Urban

Renewal Agency was the KHFA grant of 669 low cost FHA Section

221 housing certificates. Section 221 authorizes the FHA to

insure mortgages on low-cost housing for sale to families

from uroan renewal areas and to those displaced hy government

7. Ibid . , p. 9.
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action. The mortgage may be on a new or existing house

which meets 3TI-IA. requirements but may not exceed $9,000. The

responsibility of the mortgagor is to- meet loan requirements

and closing cost. Ho down payment is necessary and the mort-

gagor may' take up to k0 years to pay. (This did not work out.

The reason that 221 housing was not used was that this type

of housing had to be purchased at appraised value and housing

was selling above these appraised values on the Topeka hous-

ing market. Another reason was that Keyway residents could

not afford the financing necessary to purchase this type of

housing.)

The Relocation Staff provided assistance to those people

who wished to purchase homes by helping to secure the neces-

sary loans from the local loan institution.

A survey, sponsored by the Citizens' Relocation Advisory

Committee, to further analyse these residents was conducted.

The purpose was to establish what their needs and resources

were. The study of the rental problem was undertaken and the

final result showed tho residents' income, shown on the

interview folder, was not in line with the estimated rents

they would have to pay for housing which would meet their

needs and the legal requirements. The gap between what these

211 families could pay and what was estimated they would have

to pay was $66 ,lii-2.92.

Information was also obtained which showed the capacity

for payment of 33 families who wished to purchase a home.
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The information was based on their income and the estimated

amount they would need to pay to purchase a house which both

met the legal requirements for housing and the family needs.

It was estimated that the financial gap would be $91,269.00.

Upon the completion of these two studies the Citizens

Relocation Advisory Committee recommended to the Urban Renewal

Agency the following proposals

:

1. Establish through community contributions or
local financial institutions a revolving fund to provide
capital on a loan basis at minimum interest rates to
those who cannot meet standard loan requirements for
down payments, but who can meet regular monthly payments
toward home purchase.

2. For those who have ho choice but to rent or
those who wish to rent, some form of subsidised low-
cost rental housing. Two alternatives were proposed by
which such housing could be provided.

a. A non-profit corporation, locally sponsored
by individuals or groups, could be formed to build
and operate the necessary units.

b. A Public Housing Authority could be estab-
lished by the City o£ Topeka to build and operate
the necessary units.

The projected study, dealing with rent, followed by alterna-

tives (a) and (b) of recommendation number two were then pre-

sented to the Topeka Board of Realtors, Inc. (December 0,

I960), Topeka Home Builders, Inc. (December lh, i960) and the

Industrial Council of the Topeka Chamber of Commerce (December

16, I960). Those three organizations were chosen by the

Citizens Relocation Advisory Committee because they were

intimately concerned with and effected by the above recom-

mendations .

Ibid. , p. 11.
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The Urban Renewal Agency received replies from all three

organizations to the effect that there was no feasible way

that private enterprise could subsidize or build rental

properties for the amounts these people could afford to pay.

They were, however, in favor of Federally subsidized housing,

provided the number of units was limited to low-income fami-

lies to be displaced ay Urban Renewal.

The Urban Renewal Agency on December 21, I960 presented

these same two alternatives, with respect to rental problem,

to the Mayor and City Commissioners.

The Topeka City Commission, on December 27, I960, unani-

mously adopted and approved a Resolution to make application

to the Public Housing Administration, Regional Office, Fort

Worth, Texas for federal financial assistance for the purpose

of constructing 211 public housing units.

The authorized representative of the Public Housing

Administration approved the application for reservation of

federal assistance on January 27, 196l. Public Housing in

Kansas is authorized under the provisions of Chapter 17,

Article 23 of the General Statutes of Kansas, commonly known

as the "I-Iunicipal Housing Law" which specially authorizes the

construction and operation of such housing to provide decent,

safe and sanitary dwelling accommodations for persons of loxtf

income displaced by an urban renewal project. Under federal

law, financial assistance for public housing is made. The
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purpose of this construction of public housing is to provide,

for tho legal requirement, of safe, decent, and sanitary

housing for that segment of the population of "Keyway" urban

area who lack the income necessary to provide it for them-

selves.

Tiie purpose of this chapter has been an effort to describe

and high-light the philosophy of urban renewal and the courses

of action undertaken by the Topeka Urban Renewal Agency in

their attempt to relocate satisfactorily some Sif-8 families

and individuals and 125 business concerns from the Keyway

Urban Renewal Project area. Topeka' s relocation plan if fol-

lowed, as officially outlined hy the agency, seems in sub-

stance to be able to adequately cope with the many, and often

complex, problems and inconveniences which residents of an

urban renewal project are subject to in relocating from one

area of the community to another. Successful relocation re-

quires the formulation of a plan, which shows competence and

sincere knowledge on the part of the local agency regarding

the needs, both mental and physical, of the relocatees. The

results of the Topeka relocation plan are shown in Chapter

Six.
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CHAPTER VI

RSLO CATION—TOPEKA
(Keyway Urban Renewal Area)

Background information concerning the Keyway project

area is nocessary if one is to understand what social and

economic forces caused it to be classified as a blighted

area. Much of this information is readily available in the

existing records of the various Topeka public agencies, al-

though, available health statistics for the Keyway area are

somewhat limited due to policies concerning the disemination

of this type of information by the City, County and State

Boards of Health.

The following three tables show the births—stillbirths,

and death statistics for Topeka during the period 1955 to

I960. Table 1 shows live births, stillbirths and total

births occurring in Keyway in comparison with those occurring

in Topeka as a whole. "Stillbirths" include those cases in

which the infant is dead at birth regardless of the cause.

"Live births" include all oases in which the infant is alive

at birth, even though it may live only a few moments. 1

The numbers in the Keyway area are more significant in

terms of value when it can be shown that in terms of popula-

tion the Keyxiray area has a higher percentage of elderly per-

sons than does Topeka as a whole, thus probably reducing the

1. Keyway Birth, Death and Health Report— Compiled by
Urban Renewal Staff, October, I960.
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percentage of residents in child bearing population as

compared to Topoka as a whole.

Table 1. Births and stillbirths comparison of Keyway with
Topeka.

: Live Births : Stillbirths : Tcital Si].-ths

Year sToooka: Keyway : Ji* : Topeka: ; Keyway: ,.0""

:

To oeka: Keyway : $*

1955 2924 62 2.12 .I4.4 2 4.76 296S 64 2.16

1955 3251 82 2.52 38 — 3298 82 2.49

1957 3194 83 2.60 49 1 2.04 3243 84 2.59

1953 3467 58 1.96 • 37 1 2.7 3504 55 1.97

1959 3571 65 1 * d2 ^5 — 3616 65 1.80

15 60* * 2276 3£ 1.67 3^ 1 2.94 2310 43 1.86

T ta: 3 _ ooo3 39 2.1 1 2^5 5 2.04 18928 403 2.13

''Percentage of tota. _n Topeka.
* "Through August 31, i960.

Table 2 shows the percent of stillbirths among total

births for Topeka and for Keyway. In 1955. 1958, and i960

Keyway carried a higher percent of stillbirths than did

Topoka as a wnole.

Table 3 shows the breakdown of deaths from all causes

which occurred in the Keyway area as compared to Topoka for

the period 1955 to lSoO. In this table the residence of the

deceased was shown rather than the place of eath.3

Ibid .

Ibid.
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Table 2. Comparison of stillbirths with births for Keyway
and Topeka.

All births : Stillbirths : Percent

42 1.43

2 3.13

38 1.16

49 1.51

1 1.19

3? 1.06

1 1 . 45

45 1.24

34 1.47

1 2.33

247 1-3°

5 1.24

^Through August 31, I960.

It should be noted from those tables that for the five-

year period under study only 2.13 percent of the livebirths

for the City of Topeka were in the Keyway area. Of the few

deaths of children one to five years of age 3-°3 percent were

in Keyway.

Prior to relocation, of the 121 active tuberculosis

cases in Shawnee County (as of July 1, 19S0) eight cases were

Topeka 1955 2966

Keyway 1955 64

Topoka 195S 3293

Keyway 1956 32

Topeka 1957 3243

Keyway 1957 34

Topeka 1953 3504

Keyway 1953 69

Topeka 1959 3616

Keyway 1959 ^
Topeka i960 2310

Keyway i960* 43

Topoka Total 18928

Keyway Total 403
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in the Keyway area. This is 3. -^8 times what might be expected

k
from a population comparison.

An interesting sidelight in Table 3 is that only one

suicide during the j)eriod 1955-1960 occurred in Keyway while

twelve occurred elsewhere in the city. These numbers are

remarkably low for a city of the size of Topelca. Certainly,

much is to be said in this particular area for the mental

stability of the slum dweller in Topoka.

In a letter dated December 21, I960, to Norville G.

l/ingate, former director of the Urban Renewal Agency in

Topeka, Doctor G-eoffrey i-Iartin, executive Secretary, of the

Kansas State Board of Health reported on certain general

health conditions which prevailed in the Keyway area.

It would be expected that such an area would
contribute a disporportionately high share of the ci-
ty's mortality and morbidity. The prevailing dirt,
disorder and dilapidation favor the transmission of
disease, to which the inhabitants may be unduly sus-
ceptible because of age, poor nutrition, and inability
or unwillingness to obtain medical care. People living
in such areas are apt to be more sexually promiscuous
than the average: venereal diseases rates are higher;
the incidence of illegitimacy is higher. It would be
expected that infant mortality would be high in such
areas, both in the early days of live as a consequence
of pi-e-natal factors, and during the remainder of the
first year as a general consequence of poor sanitation,
the frequent absence of such amenities as hot running
water and refrigeration, and related deprivations. It
would be expected that the incidence of mental illness
would be high in such areas, and that one of its aspects,
juvenile delinquency, would be prominent if there were
many adolescents included in the population.

Ibid.
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As a sumr.ia.ry statement, the goneral characteristics
of this area loads us to believe that it will probably
assay high in all forms of health disorders. . .5

In trying to discover what the particular character of

an area is, whether rich or poor, one of the most useful of

'all public records is an analysis of police files. Determina-

tion of the type of crimes and frequency of their commission

can tell many things about the attitudes and social mores

shared by people in a particular environment. In any given

social structure certain attitudes and actions prevail and

have tacit approval of the majority. The recognition of these

traits will help determine what the social behavior pattern of

the group will be in the future unless actioned upon by some

other force which would have the effect of significantly

changing the group's value system.

This concept should be kept in mind when reading the

following tables collected from various police records of

arrest. It should also be remembered that this area during

the five year period described had a population of approxi-

mately 2270 people just in case one would want to compare

these statistics with a comparable population unit living in

another area of the City of Topeka.

The United Statos Census for i960 lists Topeka as having

a population of 119, 1*S^. The approximate population of the

Keyway urban renewal area for the same period of time was 2270.

5. Letter dated December 21, i960, to llorville V/ingate
from Geoffrey ilartin, JI.D., Executive Director, Kansas State
Board of Health.

6. Keyway Police 2epcrt— Conroilod by: Urban Renewal
Staff, October 13, i960.
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It is significant to note with respoct to the city's criminal

activity that a population of an area which represented only

1.9 percent of the city's total population perpetrated on

the average 37.16 percent of all major crime while in some

major categories they coriimitted as high as 50 to 60 percent.

Table 4. Total Arrests During 3?ive Year Period, 1955-1950.

Keyway : Total : % of Total
: Topoka : In Keyway

Drunlc 1302 4462 40.39

Traffic 72 504 14.29

Vagrancy 154 552 27.60

Disorderly Conduct 77 219 35.16

Gambling 5 18 27.78

Weapons 30 55 54.55

Prostitution 14 23 60.87

Liquor 5 9 50.00

Larceny 10 27 37.03

Driving while intoxicated 4 14 26.67

Sex Offense 1

Murder 7 33 21.21

Rape 9 46 19.56

Totals

It goes without saying that this area iiras a spawning

ground for crime and corruption. This area's criminal activ-

ities alone would bo enough to condemn it to the status of a
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slun area. It would be interesting to note upon further

investigation, when all people from this area have been fi-

nally relocated, in other areas, whether the crime rates for

the city take a significant turn downward.

Table h- does not take into account the number of juvenile

offenses from the Keyway area during the same period. The

Youth Bureau files for the years 1955 to July 31, i960 were

tabulated and it was found that they do not reflect the full

picture of the work-load of the youth bureau because some

youths have numerous contacts xjhile others only have one. The

following figures show the number of offenders in Topeka and

not the numbor of offenses.'

able 5. Total juvenile cases handled from 1955 to July 31,
I960.

In Topeka 2^85 cases

In ICeyway I83 cases

Percentage of total in Keyway 7.3

Another criteria for determining blight and hazardous

living conditions is the compilation of a Fire Report. The

following data concerns the fire statistics revelant to the

ICeyway area during the period 1955 to August 31 , i960. The

tables show totals for each listing.

Ibid.
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In reading these tables it should be kept in mind that

1.9 percent of the Topeka population live in the Keyway area

and that approximately 0.66 percent of the total acreage of

Topeka lies within the boundaries of Keyway. An attempt was

made to determine the percentage of structures to be found in

Keyway but figures were available only for dwellings. Approxi-

mately 1.18 percent of the dwellings of Topeka are in Keyway,

and 55.9 percent of the pre-clearance Keyway area was resi-

deritit...

Table 6. Tires causing financial loss and the amount of loss

sustained for designated years 1955-1960.

Description Keyway Topeka

Dwellings and Ga rages 79 996 7-93

Amount of Loss $8081.70 $516,733.^0 1.56

All Others 26 392 6.63

Amount of Loss $133.597. 93 $1,243,710.05 10.74

Total Slumber 105 1338 7.56

Total Amount of Loss $141,679.68 $1,760,44-3.45 8.05

Totals for Five-Year Period.

Table 6 includes the summation of fires involving a re-

ported financial loss according to the type of structure in-

volved. The category, "all others" includes public buildings,

warehouses and churches. The table shows the totals for

8. Fire Report— Compiled by Urban Renewal Staff,

October 24, i960.
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financial loss. It is felt, however, that all financial

losses were not reported. Also, all fires involving financial

loss for I960 wore not completed because final settlement had

not been made at the time the survey was made.

While 7 • 56 percent of fires reporting a final loss oc-

curred in Keyway, these involved 8.O5 percent of the actual

financial loss sustained despite the generally low building

values in the area. Sis fires in Keyway each involved a loss

of over $1,000.00. These were $1,556.80, $1,718.00, $1,810.00,

$2,000.00, $7,^77.00 and $116,000.00. These six fires ac-

counted for approximately 92 percent of the reported financial

loss from fires in the Keyway. Over one-half of the fires in

Keyway reporting a financial loss listed a loss less than

$100.00.

According to population comparisons, approximately four

times more fires involving a financial loss occurred in dwel-

lings in Keyway than might be expected on the basis of city-

wide averages. 3ased on acreage comparisons, approximately

11 times more fires in this category occurred in Keyway than

might be expected. By comparing the five year total of Table

6 with the five year total of Table 7, it is to be noted that,

while 6.^6 percent of fires in buildings occurred in the Key-

way area, 7.65 percent of those involving financial loss oc-

q
currea. in this area/

The figures in Table 7 are a summation of all fires

occurring in buildings according to the type of structure

Ibid.
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involved. "AH others" include public buildings, industrial

buildings, businesses, warehouses, and churches. According

to population comparison, approximately three and one-fourth

times as many fires occurred in buildings in Keyway during

the five year period as might be expected. Approximately

nine and one-half times more fires occurred in buildings than

might be expected from an acreage comparison.^

Table 7- Fires in buildings for designated years, 1955-
1960.

Description Keyway Topelca \o

Dwellings and Garages 104 160S 6.4S

All Others 33 593 6.41

Total 11*2 2199 6.k6

Table 8 is a breakdown of the total number of fire alarms

by cause. This table shows a large number of fires in the

Keyway area were the result of arson. The Keyway area ac-

counted for 19.44 percent of the fires caused by arson. This

is 29 times more than might be expected from an acreage com-

parison. There were 22 times as many fires caused from cig-

arettes as might be expected from an acreage comparison and

seven and one-half times more than might be expected from a

population comparison. Approximately twelve and one-half

times as many fires were caused by smoking in bed as might be

10. Ibid.
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expected from a population comparison. Over three-fourths

of the junk yard fires wore in Keyway although only two junk

car yards are in the area. It is not a practice of the fire

department to be on hand each time a fire is set at a junk

yard. The calls under this heading are usually complaint

calls from people living close to the junk yard. Twenty-

nine and forty-four-one-hundredths percent of the rekindled

fires occurred in Keyway. This is forty-four and one-half

times as many as might be expected from an acreage comparison.

Taking the total number of fire alarms for the five year

period, approximately three times as many alarms came from

the Keyway area as might be expected from a population com-

parison and over eight and one-half times as might be expected

from an acreage comparison.

Undar the category of electrical xd.ring and appliances

three times more alarms appear under "defective" than under

"improper use". In the category, "Stoves, Furnaces, Chimneys

,

and Flues" the number of alarms under each division was almost

equal. Bine times as many fires occurred from electrical wir-

ing or appliances as might be expected from an acreage compari-

son. Six times as many fires occurred from stoves, furnaces,

chinneys, and flues as an acreage comparison would indicate.

Two and one-half times as many fires were caused by children

playing with fire as a population comparison would indicate.

It :.s clearly seen from these tables that the increase

in necessary fire protection for this area due to the high

11. Ibid.
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Table S. Causes of fires for designated years, 1955-1950.

Descriptions : Keyway : Topelca : '{a

Motor Vehicles

Arson

G-as Linos, Meters, Appliances

Electrical v.'iring, Appliances

Defective

Improper Use

Stoves, furnaces, Chimneys, Flues

Defective

Improper Use

Children Playing with Fire

Cigarettes

Trash, Loaves, Grass, Trees

Smoking in Bed

Junk Cars

Rekindled

Undetermined

Unnecessary

False

Miscellaneous

Total

incident of fires is typical of blighted areas in general.

This increase in fire protection cost has to be paid for and

is usually carried by tax revenues from other parts of the

city. It is, in fact, a form of public subsidy for the slum

49 693 7.07

7 36 19.^4

3 63 4.76

(19) (411) (1*.62)

16 254 6.30

3 157 1.91

(25) {566) (4.42)

12 238 5.04

13 328 3.96_

9 94 9.57

83 155 14.84

101 2062 4.90

13 5>* 24.07

16 21 76.19

5 17 29.41

30 329 9.12

24 423 5.6?

46 1135 4.05

Si 753 3.03

393 6S17 5.76
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area. The sane may bo said about the high crime rate for the

Keyway area.

One of the hopes of any urban renewal plan is that, by

the clearance or upgrading of structures and the relocation

of people into more advantageous surroundings, certain serv-

ices to blighted areas may be substantially reduced, thus

alleviating an unnecessary tax burden from more stable neigh-

borhoods within the community.

In detex'mining whether an area is blighted or not the

deciding criteria is the actual physical condition found with-

in the area under consideration. According to the structural

survey conducted by the local Topeka engineering form of

Tinney and Turnipseed, the building conditions found in the

Keyway area were classified into three categories, depending

12on their condition.

1. Dilapidated—Requiring repairs that are not econom-

ically feasible for current occupancy.

2. 3eteriorated—Requiring extensive and costly repairs

to place the structure in satisfactory condition of current

occupancy.

3. Good Condition—Requiring small or moderate repairs

for current occupancy.

In this area of mixed land use only one block of the 28

surveyed was completely residential even though 55 percent of

the total area was in residential use. Two blocks were de-

voted exclusively to non-residential uses. In their analysis

12. Finney and Turnipseed Report, October 7, I960.
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of tlie Keyway area Ifinney and Turnips eed classified a slight

three percent of the residences as being in good condition.

In an estimate of the overall conditions of tho blocks, which

were rated according to a five-point scale ranging from dilap-

idated to good, 89 percent were classified as falling in the

three lowest categories. Hone of the blocks were classified

as being in "good" condition. It was found that the non-

residential structures were in better condition than the

residential structures, with 23 percent being classified as

in good condition, 63 percent in deteriorated condition and

12 percent in a dilapidated condition. The condition of the

non-rssidential structures is shown to be better than that of

13residential structures by the following additional analysis:

a. Of the 120 structures judged as dilapidated 77 per-

cent were residential, 23 percent were non-residential.

b. Of the 500 structures judged as deteriorated 70 per-

cent were residential, 30 percent were non- residential.

c. Of the 81 structures judged as good 32 percent were

residential, 68 percent were non-residential.

A companion study which sheds light on the appalling

conditions of blight found within the Keyway area is the

"Summary of Appraisers and Interviewers Report".

The information in Table 10 was compiled from an analysis

of the first and second appraiser reports and from the inter-

view folders, all of which are on file in the Urban Renewal

Relocation Office. The first appraisal was done by Topeka

Ibid.
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Appraisal Co., Inc. and the second appraisal was done by the

Acme Appraisal Company, Kansas City, Kansas. The interview

folders contain the information obtained by the relocation

interviewers (Key's Study) at the time they interviewed the

family to be displaced.

The relocation records in the Urban Renewal Office state

that there were approximately 6^8 families and singlo house-

holds in Keyway to be relocated. It will be noted that the

totals in Table 10 are based on a total of 997 families and

single households. Two facts account for this discrepancy.

The Agency records include only the families or single house-

holders actually living in Koyway, while in the study the

potential occupancy rather than actual occupancy of the build-

ings was used. Also, the Agency records do not include roomers

who did not have cooking privileges. ^

Most of the structures were rated fair or poor; 73.48

percent by the first appraiser and 72.89 percent by the second.

These estimates are quite in line with the percentages found

in the Finney and Turnipseed Report, (see page 111).

There can be no doubt that living conditions within this

area were substandard. The minimum conveniences which the

ordinary niddle-class individual tahes for granted were in

many cases at a premium in this area. This type of blight has

an insidious effect in that once it has succeeded in infecting

an area there is little or no effort expended by the individ-

uals within the area or the investors and landlords from

14. Summary of Appraisers and Interviewers Report
Compiled by Urban Renewal Agency, Spring, 1957.
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Table 10. Structural and Facility Conditions.

1. A,^e of Structure

Tho average age of structures used wholly or par-

tially for residential purpose was 63.87 years.

2. Total Ivo. of Structures

Structures wero classified into two major categories

"Residential Structures" and "Residential/ Commercial

Structures". A total of 509 structures were listed in

the two categories.

3. Total Mo. of Roor.-.s (.Residential) Total Ho. of People

3193 2157

Heat
No . of

Source Structures

Stove 297

Furnace 19^

Stove and Furnace 16

Unknown 2

5S.35

38.11

3.14

.39

"Stove" includes all structures using any type of

stove, such as gas, coal, wood, etc. (Gas was most used.)

"Furnace" includes all structures using any typo of fur-

nace such as floor furnace, wall furnace, gas furnace, or

coal furnace. Suspended headers were also tabulated as

furnaces. "Stove and Furnace" includes all structures

using both, sooo type of stove and some type of furnace

as a source of heat.
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Tables 1C continued.

5. Occuoancy .

Ho. of
Type Structures

Tenant 249
Own er 19S
Owner and Tenant 43
Vacant 13
Unknown -

if8. 92
33.90
9.43
2.55
.20

6. Toilet, Tub or Shower, r/ater (Hot, Cold)

Number of Average Number of Percent of Percent of
Structures No-, of Structures Structures Families
With Families/ Without Without .'/itiiout

Facility Facility Facility Facility Facility Facility

Toilet 387

Tub or shower 373

Hot Water 335

Cold Water 485

1.55

1.64

122

136

124

24

23.97

2S.72

24.36

4.72

18.85

21.56

3. Si

7. Ax>prais ers ' Evaluation :

First Appraiser
Number of Percent of

Second Appraisers
Number of Percent of

Evaluation Structu res Structures

• 39

Structu

7

res Structures

Very good 2 1.33

Good 97 19.06 47 9.23

Fair 171 33.60 203 39.88

Poor 203 39.33 168 33.01

Very Poor 34 6.68 49 9.63

Unknown 2 .39 35 6.83
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outside tiio area to bettor tlio situation, and so the blight-

ing conditions continue to fester and dangerously impede the

social behavior and econonic stability of the area's

inhabi tan^cs

.

Blight not only damages the living conditions within an

area, it is also an indicator of mined land uses and low

assessed land valuitions. This fundamental fact was ade-

quately substantiated in the ICeyway area by a study conducted

in tliat area oy the Topeka-Shawnee County Regional Planning

Commission.
*

Of the 2S blocks surveyed in the ICeyway Area by the

planning commission 55 percent of the area was classified as

residential, 10 percent commercial and 35 percent industrial.

From the outset of the survey there appeared the classic

elements of blight. In 13 of the blocks mixed zoning was

evident and in 2k- of the 23 blocks mixed land use was apparent.

In addition to these blighting conditions analyses of proper

zoning and subdivision standards revealed that fj percent of

the residential property had insufficient frontage, 40 percent

had insufficient depth and i;-0 percent insufficient area. The

survey also turned up the fact that while sewage outlets were

available to all lots there were 135 outdoor toilets.

The assessec- property value of land per square-foot within

Keyway, on a block bases, ranged industrial $0.08 to $5.50,

commercial $0.12 to $4.48, residential $0.10 to $0.68. The

15. Topeka-Shawnee County Regional Planning Commission

—

Urban Renewal hoport, December 19, I960.
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average in cadi category when finalized was industrial $1.23,

commercial $0.88, residential $0.29. In order to dotermine a

comparison of property values the following assessed values,

from areas adjacent to Keyway, were gathered on an average

block basis zoned and used appropriately. The values obtained

•..•ere industrial $1.67, commercial $3.9°\ residential $0.35«

From this comparison it can be seen that in all categories

assessed valuation of properties were lower in Keyway^ and was

si^r.-.icantly lower in the commercial category. This is espe-

cially significant when it is considered that this commercial

property was part of the central business district.

The entire first part of this chapter is an attempt to

candidly expross what typo of environmental conditions were

encountered ay the former slum dweller of the Keyway Urban

Renewal area. Let us now focus our attention on the popula-

tion of Keyway in general. The information will be slightly

expanded, because it includes land which is at present geo-

graphically outside the limits of the present urban renewal

oroject area. However, the information is representative

enough to develop certain conclusions about the people living

in ICeyway. The depth and type of information concerning these

residents is somewhat limited in nature because of the specif-

ic categories covered in the Occupancy and Dwelling Survey

from which it was taken.

The social attitudos of these people were not taken into

consideration in the survey and this unfortunately leaves a

-an in our understanding of them as individuals or as a group.
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It can, however, be categorically stated that their general

education attainment was low; that participation in voluntary-

associations was neglible, and that such things as religious

affiliation were of little concern to most. What information

is available concerns itself primarily with such things as

race, income and housing conditions and preferences. Later

tables will attempt to outline some of the characteristics in

these categories.

In a large sense the population of Keyway was a relative-

ly mobile population. This fact became readily apparent dur-

ing the course of the Occupancy and Dwolling Survey wlaen it

was discovered that 28 percent of the people in the area had

lived in Keyway less than one year, while W3 percent had lived

there two years or loss; and 62 percent had lived there less

than five years. This mobility factor, coupled with the

socio-economic backgrounds of the people, had a disrupting

influence on their attempts to establish a sense of stability

T'/ithin the community, and because of this shifting population

within a low socio-economic group the strong attachments nec-

essary for community development could not be formed.

The conducting of the Occupancy and Dwelling Survey was

of vital importance in determining the help needed by the

residents if they were to be able to relocate to standard

housing according to their resources. In doing so it was

necessary to ascertain what type of housing they needed and

16. Occupancy and Dwelling Survey of Keyway Area (Key's
Study) Compiled by Urban Renewal Agency, Spring, 1957.
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to determine what financial resources they had available to

obtain this housing. Tho following tables are the results

of this investigation. Tho survey was conducted in the ex-

panded urban renewal area. The head of each household was

contacted. {See map of area.

)

Table 11. Keyway area statistics.

Total Land Area of ICeyway: 202.1 acres

Streets and Alleys 87.8 acres

Residential ' 62.9 acres
Commercial and industrial 44.8 acres

Vacant 6.6 acres

Total Population of Keyway

i

2378

Families &79
Householders 284
Roomers 201

Racial Population:

White 1536
Mexican 777
Negro 527
Indian 38

Substandard Dwelling Units: 473

Substandard because of:

Plumbing 130
Overcrowded and dilapidated 328
Dilapidated only 15

The information contained in Table 13 describes the type

of housing desired by the various racial groups and the number

17. Ibid .
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Table 12. Number of housing units in Keyway by race.

Number of structures housing:

White 315

T-isrcican "«»

Negro •
ll2jp

Indian ^

lle^ican and Negro ^

White and Negro 1

White and Mexican 8

White and Indian 3

White, Mexican and Negro 1

Total numbor of structures 579

desiring aid. In the companion Table Ik are the rents paid

in Keyway and the amount people were willing to pay for relo-

cation housing. Immediately, one can see the difficulty in

properly locating people in the lower rent ranges, unless

they are eligible for public housing. Table 15 represents

the various income levels of the individuals in the Keyway

Area who answered the survey concerning income. Enough infor-

mation was collected concerning income so that the results

are representative of the area.

13. Ibid.
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Table 13. Humber of rooms desired by individuals and families.

Buyers Renters

So. of rooms wanted: 1

2 8

177
142 |

3
26" 151

! 48 97

5 141 65

6 114 18

7 32 2

8 30

Totals 399 652

Housing desires by rooms .

(By race)

Buysrs
White Mexican Negro Indian

Ho. cif rooms wanted: 1 — — — —
2 6 1 1

3 21 2 3

4 34 8 5 1

5 81 32 28

6 50 47 17

7 11 lip 6 1

S 22 1 7

Renters

1 148 5 22 1

2 120 7 15

3 111 10 30

4 61 9 27

5 42 7 15 1

6 8 3 7

7 2
8



Table 13 continued.

Aid Preference

123

buyers

White:
Mexican:
j'egro :

Indian

:

Renters

White:
Mexican

:

Negro

:

Indian:

85
52
-::;

1

2\k-

38
7-
1

Total '.'.'anting Aid: 507 Total Wanting No Aid: 570

Public Housing

V/ould Accept Public Housing ^51

V/ould Not Accept Public Housing: ^32

Would Prefer Private Housing: 56^

V/ould Not Prefer Private Housing: 83

Table l4. Present rent or payments compared to indicated
future payments (per month).

Statistics: Paying loss than 325 per month 233
Would pay less than 25 per month 15

Paying loss than i)k$ per month 599
V/ould pay less than '-i$ per month 320

Paying from $45 to $70 per month 203
V/ould pay from 45 to 70 per month 410

Paying from $70 per month up 1*1

V/ould pay from 70 per month up
.

199
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Table 13. Income statistics. (Reported)

Total answers

:

1069
Average income (per month) 265

Number above average 4S7
Number below average 572

Number of income 3100 per month
and below 208
Number of welfare incomes

(Acknowledged) 133
Huraber of pensions and

social security incomes 177
Number of incomes solely

dependent on rentals S5

Income percentages

Income per month No. reported Percentages

A 50-74 101 10
3 75-100 107 10
C 101-124 70 6.5
D 125-149 38 3.*
E 150 -17k 55 5.
p 175-199 51 4.6
S 200-224 96 9.
II 225-249 54 5.
J 250-274 87 8.
K 275-299 53 5.
L 300-324 84 8.
M 325-349 ai 2.
K 350-374 -:-5 4.
P 375-399 28 2.4
P. 400-424 30 3.6
S 425-449 17 1.4 •

T 450-474 IS 1.7
U 475-499 18 1.6
V 500-524 17 1.5
'J 525-600 42 4.
X over 600 36 3.3

Total answers 1069

Above average: 46.5 fS

Below average: 53.5 %

Income below $100 20. 56

Income from welfare 12.3 '!o

Income from pensi or.s lS.5 '4,

Income from rentaIs .8. v°
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The Occupancy and Dwelling Survey was begun in the

Spring of 1957, although actual physical relocation did not

begin until 1959. This survey night be called the initial

phase of the relocation program.

With the advent of the physical relocation of both

people and businesses from ICeyway the operations of the

relocation section were put into full force. The duties of

all personel in this section have been previously outlined

in Chapter 5. The core of this relocation section is the

relocation interviewers. It is they who have the personal

contact with the people and who must help them make the

decisions about business and housing relocation. Fred Ilottle,

former Director of Relocation for the ICeyway Project, suc-

cinctly stated the qualifications for this group.

They need to be above average in terms of their
maturity, their ability to sympathise understandingly
with families, their ability to help people help them-
selves, their ability to assist and work with all
people being displaced. -^

Typical of these qualities was the way in which the

interviewers treated the case of 78 year old Hiss H. (The

names in this case are withheld at the request of the Urban

>20
Renewal Agency.

)

This woman was 73 years old at the time of the
study. She lived alone in the family home in the Urban
Renewal area. She said her father had been a con-
tractor in the early days of Topeka and had built the

19. Copy of talk given by Mr. Fred Ilottle, Director of
Relocation, at the Kansas Chapter of HAHRO Meeting, October 16,

1951.
20. Personal File of Kiss II. on file in the Relocation

Section of Topeka Urban Renewal Agency.
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house for his family. Although the house had bean
allowed to run down, it was obvious that at one tine
it was a beautiful family home. It was a nine room
house with stained glass windows and hand-carved mantel
place. She said when her father built this house, the
area was not built up. Her father owned much property
in the area. Part of it was sold and two parcels were
givon to the city to be used as alleys.

She was one of eleven children who were born and
grew up in the house. Only two of the children are
still living. She was born in this house 78 years ago,
has never married and never lived in another home. The
house was full of old but good furniture that had be-
longed to her family for years. She said there was
not a piece of furniture in the house that was less than
fifty years old. She mentioned a large desk that hor
father had won at a club meeting the night she was born.
There was also a massive secretary that she was very
proud of. Her father made it.

Her only relativos are a sister, several years
older and who lives with her husband and daughter in
Oklahoma, and a nieco in Topaka. She has not seen the
sister in Oklahoma for several years, but writes to her
occasionally. She sees her niece quite often. They
belong to the same church and she depends on the niece
for transportation to church.

During the war she worked as a clerk in a neighbor-
hood grocery store. This was her only employment. Vflien

employed, she was covered by Social Security. When she
was no longer able to work, the grocer encouraged her
and helped her to get Social Security payments. She
receives these payments of $k-6.00 a month and this is her
only income. At the time she filed for Social Security
she received a small lump sum payment which she put in a
savings account and still has. She was quite independent
and said she had been able to manage on this amount. She
said emphatically that she would not apply for public
assistance.

Her general health was good. She mentioned several
times that she had never seen a doctor. She mentioned
she had some trouble with her legs, probably a result of
her work as a clerk, and this prevented her from walking
any distance.

She stated that she had several "girl friends" in
town. They occasionally called her on the phone but
seldom stopped by to see her. 3ofore the area residents
began moving out, she had several neighbors who visited
her and checked on her if they did not see her for any
length of time.
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When she was first visited, she was very pleasant
and most cooperative but refused to acknowledge that the

interviewer was from Urban Renewal. She was given a

calling card, and a letter explaining the interviewer's
reason for visiting her and a pamphlet about Urban
Renewal. She said several times that she would not

cooperate with Urban Renewal and would not answer any

questions for them. In spite of this she *ras quite
pleasant to visit with and very cooperative in answer-
ing the interviewer's questions. It should be pointed
out that she was not senile, she was fully aware of what

was going on. An attempt was made to discuss relocation.
Her answer was that, if they were going to take her
house, it would prove to her that she was not wanted in

Topska and she would just move out of town. She did
mention while discussing relocation that she thought
the neighborhood had grown continually less desirable
over a period of years. She apparently did not mind
leaving the neighborhood, but did not want to give up
the family home.

She was asked if she had discussed the problem of
leaving with her niece who lives in Topelca. She looked
quite disgusted and said she had aslcod the niece about
moving in with her and the niece had said NO. it was
mentioned that perhaps there has been a misunderstanding.
She said it was possible, but she was not going to ask
her again. The possibility of finding another house, a

house on one floor was mentioned. She thought perhaps
she was too old to continue living alone. She had a

friend who lived alone who fell and injured herself and
was not found for many hours. She was afraid the same
thing might happen to her. She also had considered the
possibility of finding an apartment in someone's home.
However, this meant giving up most of the family furni-
ture which she did not want to do.

The urban renewal Real Estate Officer visited with
her and gave her the price the Agency was offering for
her house.- At that time it was agreed that he would
visit her at a later date when her attorney could be
present. This attorney represented her for a very small
fee. At this meeting she arranged for two lifelong
friends to be present. These friends were also members
of her church and quite interested in her welfare. They
volunteered at this time that they would be willing to
assist in any way with her relocation. Later, with Miss
H's consent, the friends were contacted. They told the
relocation officer that they had discussed Kiss Il's

problem with their priest and he planned to visit her.
These friends visited her periodically since they knew
she was alone.
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Hie P.eal Estate Officer and the Interviewer visited
the priest of her church who was familiar with her prob-
lem and planned to visit her. The priest also mentioned
the possibility' of finding housing resources among the
members of his church when she was ready to move.

Throughout the interviewer's visits with her she
preferred that her niece not be contacted and hor wishes
were respected. However, about six months after the
first visit, the niece contacted the urban renewal office.
She was concerned about her aunt's problem and, knowing
of the services of the relocation staff, wished to dis-
cuss the problem with them. The niece said she was
worried a great deal about plans for her aunt. She
thought that her aunt was getting too old to continue
living alor.c. This niece said she was quite anxious to
work with the relocation officer in making plans for her
aunt.

Miss Pi's attorney discovered that there were three
nephews who had inter ost in her property as heirs. All
other heirs had signed quit claim deeds in favor of
Miss H. The whereabouts of these nephews were unknown.
The agency obtained as much information about them as
they could and were able to locate a current address
for each of them. The addresses were given to tho at-
torney who forwarded each of the nephews a quit claim
deed and requested that they sign it. He received no
replies so he sent them each a second letter. They did
not reply to this one either. Therefore, the Real Estate
Officer contacted them explaining the aunt's circum-
stances and urging their cooperation. If they refused to
sign the doeds, it would result in a friendly comdomnation
case. If decided against the nephews it would lower the
price she received.

Tho refusal of the nephews to sign the deeds caused
a delay in the purchase of her property. Host of the
block in which she lived had been purchased by the Urban
Renewal Agency and was, for the most part, vacant. It was
felt that it was unwise for a woman of her age to be liv-
ing alone in a block that was almost deserted and where
vandalism was increasing. However, this did not seem to
worry her. She felt that she should stay in tho house
as long as it was there.

There was also the problom of her limited income.
Her small monthly check barely covered her food needs and
utilities. It was impossible for her to pay rent until
she received the money from her house. The possibility
of her roceiving Old Age Assistance on a temporary basis
had been considered in the event the legal involvement
lasted for any length of time. To this end, the inter-
viewer visited the local County Welfare Department and
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discussed her situation. The worker also compiled all

information they would need from the urban renewal of-

fice and it was :::ade available to them when she applied

for assistance. Although it appeared from all facts

available that she would be eligible , it was felt that

she would be reluctant to apply. 3ho had always in-

sisted that she would never ask for public assistance.

The staff of the Urban Renewal Agency worked for

-any months on the legal problem and the financial

problem. However, the biggest difficulty was the emo-

tional problem created by talcing her homo. She con-

tinually talked about the fact that all elevon children

were bom in this home and all but one were buried from

this house. She had even expressed the hope that she

would die before she had to leave this house.

She was visited regularly. During these visits

the agency tried to help her to understand, in as gentle

a ;ja/as possible, that the house would be taken and

other plans would have to be made. Her friends and

relatives were concerned about her health and her state

of mind when the time came for her to leave this house

for the last time, knowing it would be demolished. The

niece expressed the fear that she might die of a broken

hoart

.

Fortunately, Kiss H. did not die of a broken heart.

Eventually, Hiss H. was relocated to her present address in

the 1200 block on Van Buren. She now lives with a Mrs. P..

who is a 70 year old widow who was seeking a companion.

Through the efforts of the relocation section all of Hiss H. s

oroblems were solved, and those two women were brought

together.

On a follow up visit by her interviewer Miss II. 's

attitude toward her new surrounding was quite favorable.

Miss H. seemed extremely happy at Mrs. R. "s homc_and_

told the interviewer that I-irs. R. had been treating her

grandly and would not let her do anything for herself to

help around the house. She said she is eating well, that

she has actually gained five pounds since she has been

there. Mrs. R. has a lovely home and Miss II. seems to

appreciate the many conveniences she has never hadbo-
forc. Sho mentioned how warm the house was and said

Mrs. ?.. had a furnace which is something she had not

had in hor old house. She also said she'was enjoying
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watching T.V. although she was a little bit afraid of it.
i-iss H. says it is a lovely neighborhood with many nice
people and very few children, that they are all old
families who have livod here for quite some time and
that Mrs. R. is a good friend of most of them. She
said they treat her as one of Mrs. R. 's family. Appar-
ently Miss II. and Mrs. R, are quite comfortable and
compatible and seem to enjoy each other's company. Al-
though she still express ed regret at having to give up
the old family home, she said that she was quite suro
it happened for the best. She thinks she never could
have taken care of the big house and she feels the cove
to Mrs. R. 's was the right thing after all.

This case is typical of the problems which the reloca-

tion porsonel handled in relocating the people from the

Keyway ar ea

.

The satisfactory relocation of people such as Miss H.

from the Keyway area is, as previously noted, one of the sev-

en requirements under the ?3?CI, better known as the "Workable

Program," necessary to qualify for federal assistances under
.

the provisions of the Urban Renewal Program. How well this

process of relocation is undertaken, in essence, reflects the

community's attitude towards the fundamental concepts of re-

newal, since the primary purpose of urban renewal is the

social and economic betterment of the community as a whole

and not just a particular segment of the community. The im-

plementation of a plan of relocation requires the combined

efforts, resources and abilities of many public agencies act-

ing in close cooperation and supported by the good will of

the citizenry if this phase of urban renewal is to succeed.

Topelca's relocation progress, as of December 31, 1962,

can be seen in the Appendix (pp. 1^8-153). In the review of

this material it is significant to note that, since estab-

lishment of the Relocation Section within the Agency and the
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employment of relocation interviewers, implementation of

relocation lias been capably carried on without prolonged do-

lay and within tlie letter and spirit of the federal law.

Between September of 1939, and December 31, 1962, three

hundred forty three families in the Family category havo been

relocated, leaving a work load of 22 families still to be

relocated at that time. In the Individual Householder cat-

egory 195 individuals have been relocated, leaving 29 in-

dividuals in this category to be relocated. In the Business

Concerns category, out of a total of 125 concerns, SO have

boon relocated and 25 have discontinued business, leaving a

total of 20 concerns still to be relocated. These results

over a two and one-half year period, when viewed in the light

that this is Topeka's first renewal project, are reasonable.

Consideration must also be given to the fact that this was a

low economic and racially mixed population which, in most

cases, presents certain special problems in reference to

relocation.

Ihe efforts expended on the part of Topeka's Urban Re-

newal .Agency with respect to relocation are far more admir-

able than those of the agencies in the Reynold's Study

(Chapter IV, p. 59) and reflect a fundamental concern for

the individuals involved and the general community welfare

but there has been one serious flaw in this Relocation. It

should be noted that, while relocation has been under way,

racial tonsion and violences have been largely avoided. This

perhaps might be attributed to the general acceptance of
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urban renewal oy most of the public officials and the news

media. The cooperation given by the various public agencies

such as the City Welfare Department and local lending and

banking institutions helped pave the way for cooperative

assistance in solving the major social and financial problems

of the rolocatec.

The one basic tenet of urban renewal with respect to

relocation, is that all people relocated from a project site

should be relocated into approved standard housing which will

bo commensurate with their needs. As far as this particular

requirement is concerned it is fair to state that the reloca-

tion section of the Topelca Urban Renewal Agency has done a

satisfactory job.

However, c^ey have seriously failed in attempting to go

beyond mooting basic requirements. Their failure lies in the

fact that they have neglected to satisfactorily relocate a

large number of people in areas which are not in themselves

deteriorated. This inability to relocate people into healthy

neighborhoods presents a serious problem. A comparison study

of the Relocation Map and the map describing areas of Dete-

riorating Housing show that large numbers of people relocated

from ICeyway were in turn relocated into areas of substandard

of deteriorated housing. This is a serious defect in the

Topeka Relocation Plan. It has always been hoped that through

urban renewal these relocatees when placed into a proper en-

vironment which includes good housing within a healthy neigh-

borhood would bo able to acclimate themselves to the
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neighborhood and thus upgrade their economic and social

standards comparable to those of the healthy neighborhood.

The promise of this happening in Topeka has been severely-

curtailed by the fact that people have been relocated into

neighborhoods which are basically deteriorated. The paradox

lies in the fact that these deteriorated areas contain the

very conditions of blight which the Key-way Urban Renewal Proj-

ect is attempting to eradicate. The basic question then arises

why did the agency choose as a matter of policy to relocate

people into these areas. There is no satisfactory explanation

of this policy other than that there was a certain inability

on the part of these people to afford higher economic rents

enabling them to relocate into more desirable neighborhoods.

This is partly the case. However, a map analysis indicates

that a surprisingly large number of people relocated into

these areas are members of minority groups. This fact alone

may explain why there was no racial violence or tension con-

nected with relocation in Topeka. These neighborhoods are al-

ready areas of mixed population. Consequently, the issue of

members of minority groups moving into all white neighborhoods

was conveniently avoided. These deteriorated neighborhoods

are also shoim as areas of high density making them even more

undesirable as relocation sites'. Other maps in the appendix

show these relocation sites to be areas of dilapidation, low-

property values and low income levels.

At this time it is not possible to anticipate what new

urban renewal projects will be undertaken in Topeka in the
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future. It would however seem most likely that any new urban

renewal projects would certainly include portions now located

within these present deteriorated areas. One can only spec-

ulate as to the amount of resistences and what type of neg-

ative attitudes would be formed on the part of people once

relocated into these areas from Keyway would be if thoy had to

be relocated a second time. This situation would undoubtedly

be highly volitile and undesirable since it would once again

subject these people to the disrupting effect, in work and

family life, caused by relocation. Also there would be no

guarantee that it could not happen again if the policy of re-

locating people into deteriorated areas was continued.

Recognizing the importance of relocation William L.

Slayton, Urban Renewal Administration Commissioner told a re-

cent news conference:

With the prospect that one million families will be

displaced through urban renewal activities during the

next decade, more precise and thorough relocation plan-

ning has assumed ever greater urgency.

He then outlined current regulations which had been is-

sued to local redevelopment agencies throughout the country.

These regulations primarily concerned the responsibility of

local agencies to submit evidence that displaced families will

be assured of "decent, safe and sanitary housing." However

practical and sound these regulations may be nowhere is there

found in these regulations the provision requiring that this

type of housing be located in desirable neighborhoods.

21. The Kansas City Times . Thursday, June 7, 1962, p. 10

A
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Unfortunately, the city of Topeka represents a case where

standard housing can be found in deteriorated areas and while

this may satisfy the letter of the law the question arises

how far does it do in satisfying the spirit of the law in

providing a proper environment for these people to develop

into responsible citizens and find fulfillment as human beings.

It is generally accepted and indeed mandatory by law that

proper housing be provided for relocatees by the various local,

regional, and national urban renewal agencies. What is not

generally accepted and understood by these agencies is the

dual nature of relocation. The concept that sound relocation

housing be located in neighborhoods which are not deteriorated.

The problem of relocation is basically one of human values

for it directly affects the essential living conditions of in-

dividuals who are relocated. While the entire concept of ur-

ban renewal is involved with problems related to physical con-

ditions and general social, economic and cultural values of the

Keyway area and the City of Topeka, Kansas, those directly

effected are the individuals who have to be uprooted and re-

located, and this basic fact should never be obscured by treat-

ing these persons simply as a statistical equation which can

be solved without close attention to their individual needs

and preferences. Human resources are the most important single

asset that a community possesses and it is essential that the

professionals involved in urban renewal make every effort in

order to protect and conserve this vital resource. Human

factors should not be treated abstractly nor should they be
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considered only in an academic sense, for the human related

problems associated with urban renewal are perhaps the most

serious and consequently the most difficult to solve.

In the Appendix, pages I54-I76, thore is a series of

maps and photographs which attempt to graphically illustrate

certain before and after conditions involving relocation.

These maps describe the distribution of population, area of

blight, income levels and similar information of Topeka and

area into which people have been relocated from Keyway. This

information is listed according to census tract. Keyway is

located in oensus tract 2 . The statistical information and

maps were compiled by the Topeka Welfare Planning Council,

22
Inc. of Topeka, Kansas.

The maps and photographs realistically demonstrate what

happens when certain areas within a oity are allowed to de-

generate because of public apathy to the causes of certain

social and economic conditions endured usually by minority

groups within the city. Direct blame for allovring these con-

ditions to prevail must ultimately lie with the public offi-

cials of Topeka. Had they in the past recognized the problem

and acted with a sense of public responsibility when these

conditions of physical and moral blight became apparent, these

cancerous conditions vrould not have been allowed to grow and

infect healthy areas within the city. The results of this

public apathy have called for extensive and costly rehabilita-

tion of some of these blighted areas.

22. The People and Housing In Topeka, The Topeka Welfare
Council, Inc., September, 1962.
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The second group of photographs consist of examples of

housing into which people from Keyway have been relocated

either on a rental or owner basis. Unfortunately, these pho-

tographs are not necessarily representative of all relocation

housing. However, in any case the photographs certainly show

that this type of relocation housing is far more desirable

than the former housing occupied by these residents in Keyway.

Theso photographs are not necessarily indicative of the rest

of the housing in the neighborhood since it has been shown that

much of this housing is located in deteriorated areas. It

should be noted that a certain percentage of these people al-

ready relocated into relocation housing also have the option

of being relocated into public housing.

There are approximately 2^0 individuals and families

eligible for this type of assistance. However, according to

information from the interviewers a good number of those el-

igible will not take advantage of relocation into this type

of housing. The reasons given for not accepting are vague.

Perhaps the real reason is that these people are somewhat weary

of relocation and the necessity of reorganizing one's social

and economic patterns which are the aftermath caused by

relocation.
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TOPEKA REAL ESTATE BOARD, INC.
1321 TOPEKA BLVD.
TOPEKA, KAHSAS

September 9, 1960

Mr. Horville Wingate
Urban Renewal Agency
430 East 6th Street
Topeka, Kansas

Daar Ijorville:

With reference to our discussion concerning the handling of
prospective home buyers being relocated from the Urban Renewal
area, the Topeka Board of Realtors, Inc. feel that your plan
of vo-king through those agency members of the Board who have
been cost diligent in assisting in relocation problems should
be continued.

Be do feci hot-ever that information concerning prospects should
be given any Board member who makes an effort to call you.

The Topeka Board of Realtors are most willing to help the Urban
Eeneoal Agency in any way possible and if there is anything in
the future we can do as a Board, please feel free to contact us.

Very truly yours,

/s/ Ronald L. Robb

Ronald L. Robb, President

R12:c
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'2. Property galea Assistance

Help:; snnll fltM Ir-tiK' .r,u participate i.i a fair pro-
portion of the total sales r,f property both reul and personal
sola by the Government. 1.. the I'rlian Renewal and Highway
Improvement Projects there are r.ar.y instances where purchase
' f this property "iir. accic. a small firm which has been re-
IrciL'cA in u .quicker ».;c inor» economical re-establishm?nt
of their business.

3- Frecurejtcr.t nasi r-Vu.c-

Helps jsiail fiic; participate In a fr\'_r proportioa of
the- total purchases vj\i contracts for iiuppii-.'.-. and servi-jos

. • to -to: Government.

:- . l'.-o ' j :*-1ci Ast-l^tar.t.i

Maintains a record of productive capacity of siuall fins
and aids thee Ln cur.tioctiGR with production protlems.

'j. .Products \ssisum .e

Helps .-mall firms to find, develop and market nev
products.

6 . Monty;:;,--:-.'. A. si/tenc-

Adcif.j email i'iraia xr. their overall management problems;
co-sponsors with educational institutions anu other organiza-
tions co:rsci designed to assist small businecs owners and
managers to Keep abreast of management problems; renders
individual counseling or. oiajiagemeiit problems. Publishes
booklet; -r.d pamphlets cm management. Many of these are
available at no cost. oom" require a small chaise.

7. Research and Develapmeni, Assistance

Assists small firms tc undertake and obtain benefits of
research anu duveiCiicint.

For further and mere personal details of any of the above assistance,
contact your neartit .'iuall s-siness Office:

binceruiy yours,

C. I. NOYSR
Pegional Director
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Exhibit "J"

Topeka, Kansas
December 20, 1960

Urban Renewal Agency
Topeka, Kansas

Re; Relocation Housing for Keyway

Gent lemen

:

The following groups have met concerning the relocation of the
households in the Urban Renewal area who are unable to relocate
in rental property of acceptable standards within their ability
to pay:

Topeka Home-builders Association, Inc.
Topeka Board of Realtors, Inc.

Our groups have arrived at the following position in regard to
a solution:

1. We, along with our respective national associations,
National Association of Real Estate Boards and National Rome
Builders Association, reject public housing as a means of
solving the ho sing problems of Low income families. We
commend to your attention the overwhelming evidence that the
social evils generated by public housing have aggravated rather
than alleviated the problems of housing dependent families.

2. In view of existing city requirements concerning construction
of low cost housing, and Improvement costs of suitable land,
housing for the 211 households involved does not seem feasible
by private enterprise.

3. The Urban Renewal Agency time schedule does not permit
sufficient time for a compeete study of possible solutions.

4. Our groups are in favor of the Urban Renewal program in
general, and because there is no prompt solution to the relocation
problem other than public housing we would not oppose the
creation of a municipal housing authority for this "one project,
provided the development of this project is properly controlled
and restricted to the one purpose of relocating displaced
persons from Keyway.

5. We hope if it becomes necessary to develop a municipal
housing authority our groups would be adequately represented
and consulted.

TOPEKA HOMEBUILDERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

Gordon s. Bowers, President

TOPEKA BOARD OP REALTORS, INC.

Ronald L. Robb, President
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Page 1 of 4

Form approved
Budget Pure&u No. 63-R801.6

H-Wf.

(9-59)

HOUSING AND HOME FINANCE AGENCY

URBAN RENEWAL ADMINISTRATION

REPORT OF RELOCATION PROGRESS

PROJECT LOCALITY

PROJECT NAME

Esyccy

PROJECT RUMBER

C=caa a-2

NtPQRT AS OF MONTH fNDtO

. rssc=bos31 w
63

S„ instruction* on rwrt* »id*.

A. RELOCATION OF SITE OCCUPANTS (CUMULATIVE)

LINE
NO.

1 TEH

SOURCE OF WORKLOAD

TOTAL
FOR

PROJECT

(KJ

FROM AC0U1S1TIOH OF

PBOPtHlr BY I.P*
TM E a

WHITE NON-.MIIE TOTAL .KITE NON-.nlTE TOTAL

(f)

1

FAMILIES

253 107 .:3 35}
TOTAL WORKLOAD

2 Eligible (or l«M«1
C3 to 143 161

3 Ineligible for law-rent
public housing 173 47 2C3 s:d

A REMOVED FROM WORKLOAD 249 ._., 343 JiS

S Relocated In standard
-nv-jif rental housing 99 52 131 in

a LPA-r.f*rr*J 23 12 40 o

b Stlf-rtUt-tcd 71 40 111 in

6 Relocated in standard
sales housing M S3 173 172

7 Relocated in lo"-rent
public housing

8 Relocated in other

9 Self- relocated out of city.

loo far a»ay to Inspect 15 1 IS 16

10 Fo«ily itotui lo»t

11 Whereabout! unknown.
tracing efforts abandoned

12 Self-relocated in substandard
rental housing, refused aid 1 a 3 3

113 Sel f- relocated in substandard
l 1

14 Evicted, no further a..l.ta«.c.

IS Others (Attach r . ,. I •»•( ion J
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P»ge ! of 4
H-666 (*-59)

PROJECT LOCALITY PflOJECT NUMBER REPORT *S OF MONTH ENDED

A. RELOCATION OF SITE OCCUPANTS (CUXULATIVE) (Contmvtd)

LINE
NO.

ITEM

.SOURCE OF J0RKLOAD

TOTAL
FOR

PROJECT

FROM ACOUt it Tl

PfiOPERTY BT L

OF OTHER

WHITE NON-WlflTE TOTAL WHITE NOM-wniTE TOTAL

11

FAMILIES (Continued)

9 J £3 :.:REMAINING WORKLOAD

17 Tetporarily relocated by
LPA referral * 4 7 7

a 3, thin projtt t ar«a
s 4 » f

b Oattidt projtct area a

18 Self-relocated In dwelling
not ye t iaapected

13 S»::.:,locniiu la substandard
dualling 1 r :. 3

20 Vbtnabouti unkaon, tracing
n ~

21 Evicted, further aitiitonc.
ciotcajlottd m :

22 Others still on nit*
I » It

?'"!

a rti«ifclt /or UiT«l
publ ic hom inf » » 14 u
put I t e Souring » A a a

23

INDIVIDUAL HOUSEHOLDERS

Ml M HT3 223TOTAL WORKLOAD

24 Relocated by own effort* or by

referral, to date ", •'•
1C3 IN

25 Evicted to date
.

26 Ree.oi.ning on ait*
IT u "7 T9

27

BUSINESS CONCERNS

TOTAL WORKLOAD
1

28 Relocated by own efforts or

by referral, to date

29 Evicted to date
|

-30 Regaining on ait*
i i i
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»fi* 3 Of 4
» 6nS (9-S9)

PROJlfl lilf*HTY

traces Q-S

RjPORT AS Of MOHIfl tNDM

B. RELOCATIOH STAFF ACTIVITIES DURING MONTH

klHt
NO.

ITEM

WHITE NQK-WHITE TOTAL

»H(.

MJB-
&TAND-
*H0

TUTAL

(e>

SliNO-

(d)

STAND-
ARD

i n

STAND-
ARD

SUB-
STAND-
ARD

10TAI

(1)

31 INSPECTIONS MADE DURING MONTH

1 1 2 2 3 s

32 Pioiprctiv* privalt renin!

P 9

33 Ptaipactivr sales

a o

34 Private rental to which site

occupants have moved n o o

3S Sales housing to which »i te

l ? 1 1 J

HlTf.
nOn-
IHITC

(b) 1 ej

36 REFERRALS MADE DURINC MONTH

o o

37 Public housing

n Private rental housing

M Sales houainq
a

40 STANDARD PRIVATE RENTAL UNITS AVAILABLE FOR REFERRAL

ON LAST DAY OF MONTH
V ....

B

FAMILIES WHOSE WHEREABOUTS IS UNKNOWN

41 Added during ©nth

42 Loco ted during month

43 Tracing effort* abandoned during ponth
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Pas* 4 of 4
H-666 (9- 59)

PROJECT LOCAL IT

T

PROJECT NUMBER REPORT AS OF MONTH C«0£D

i. ' — J aril lO 1

C. REIOCATIOH PAYMEHTS UNDER SECTION 106(f) (CUMULATIVE)

LIKE
NO.

1 TEM

NUMBER OF
CASES

AMOUNT OF MOVING
EXPENSES

<n>

AMOUNT OF
PROPERTY LOSS

(»1

44 TOTAL RELOCATION PAYMENTS ' K",.f-1.r->
s ^ni-H

45 Fail lee im * P?.(W».U
S

ft

46 Moving •xpenaea only
rao

1 n.m.n
47 Moving *iptD»*( ond property lo«im s

ft

48 Individual a
l.C$

* o.?m.w»
* o

49 Moving *tp*D>*t only 101 * 9.MS.47

SO Moving expenaee and property lotos a ' •
5

51 Bualnesa concer&a
01

1
OJ.OOT.A* * M-BftT.fl

52 Kovir.g expenaea only s

53 Property loaio only s

54 Moving expenaea and property 1o*«*b s S

The undersigned certifies that the relocation activities of the Local Public Agency as re

ported herein have been carried out in accordance with the Relocation Plan as approved b

HHFA.

y

r:r-r-lr.-: Zl* IC53

total PubUt Agency

>

r.n.



Housing o.id Ham* Flnonea . :--cy

URBAN RENEWAL ADMINISTRATION

REPORT ON RELOCATION OF BUSINESS CONCERNS

AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

See instructions on reverse sids.

PROJECT LOCALITY

*KOJECT NAME

'ROJECT NUMBER

"1 P-?
lliPORT AS OP MONTH ENDED

r-r-^r 31 M
A. RELOCATION OF CONCERNS (CUMULATIVE)

,',CE OF WOWKLO*Q
FROM ACQUISITION OP PEOPMT

TOTAL WORKLOAD
-125- 125

DUoontlnuad op art;ion*

-Sfr- _2i-

-»-
b Owriti* city

Othat - (attach txpttmatioH)

;;-..-... nlng on alta

8. TOTAL RELOCATION PAYMENTS MADE TO CONCERNS (CUMULATIVE)

NUMBER OF CASE*

Payma (it a net evar SI. 000
-sr^smo-

Mo»lnj •xptnm only

-56-

Proparty loaaaa only

-M7C<J*rt5-
Ooth moving aipanasa and proparty loai

-z-.z :-::-

Paymanta ova* * 3,000

-C V>1->^C '.-

auAdaral^adcartiAaathat In* relocation acUvtiUa »r tha Local Public Acancy *a raportad haraln h«v* baan catriad out In accordanoa adththa

itlon Pw>staj> • approvod by KHFA. v J S\ /

u;;>-i.~:--

S}. tsaa-

"K-=3~Cr=r=^-'_-rj^:,^"!;tVy ur-JCc^ri=r-
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Pseo 2 of 2

H-fi-SdA

(9-62J

LINE NOMOER OF CASES

no
'"*"

AMOUNT OF MO VINO
EXPENSES

(t» (e)

B.1. »FI nrATION PAYMENTS TO OCCUPANTS OF PROPERTY ACQUIRED BY LPA (CUMULATIVE,

12 TOTAL -'- ' 97.CS7.44 ' C3.Ci7.73

,

Paymanta not ov.r S3.000 M ' M.1U.M
Hiving aapanaaa only

,. Proparty loaaaa only S3 ' 52.C30.63

II Both moving e i. -. and proparty loaaaa
3 ' 3.1C3.11 ' 7,!,:0.!.0

(• Payment* ovar 33,000 7 ' C3.717.C1

B-2. RELOCATION PAYMENTS TO OCCUPANTS OP PROPERTY ACQUIRED BY OTHER PUBLIC BODIES
(mum tTivF)

n TOTAL • o '

Paymanta OAI BVJf 13.0110

•Moving r^ini.. i only

II

30

Proparty loaao* only ' n

Both moving aapanaaa and proparty loaaaa • '

.i Paymanta ovar 13,000 '

B.3. RELOCATION PAYMENTS TO OCCUPANTS DISPLACED BY CONSERVATION, REHABILITATION.

OR COOS euFnorFMENT ACTIVITIES (CUMULATIVE)

,, TOTAL '

i>

Paymanta not ovar 1X000
>Moving afiian... only

M Proparty loaaaa only •

II Bnth moving axpanaaa and property loaaaa ' ' o

2< Paymanta ovar (3,000 • A

C. DETAILS OF RELOCATION PAYMENTS OVER S3.000

NAME OP CONCEPlH

<•)

TYPE OF (tUBINCSS

O)

AMOUNT OF CLAIM PAIS DOMINO PAST
MONTH OP PEN DINS AT END OF MONTH

CLAIMED
(o)

PAID

Ec;.iSiirc--e ocA Ctoro Pistureo, L

[ ] Check her* if more space it required and c

sc. CssExusoist crui^^i;

SSSClZJ CSd J3K=3t=?

onliiuid o» r.tier.s tide. heed "> I°<"-

•

3.272.C9

3.597.31

1

->,,. J.C0

3.997.51
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The intention of this paper is to investigate the nature

of blighted areas in general and the Keyway Urban Renewal

Area in Topoka, Kansas in particular. This, coupled with a

clarification of the role played by the Federal Government

through various slun clearance programs, particularly the

present urban renewal program and the attendant characteris-

tics of relocation. Fundamental to the success of any of

these programs, from the government's point of view, as well

as from that of the people involved, is consideration of the

slum dweller and his hoped-for rejuvenation in an environment

which x-/ill alloxtf for an increase in socio-economic stability

both for himself and for the community.

To ascertain whether these hoped-for results in an urban

renewal project could be realized certain aspects of the

Topelca urban renewal project, particularly relocation, were

chosen for investigation. Shortly, after the initial federal

approval of the Keyway urban renewal program in December of

1953, the relocation section within the agency formulated a

Relocation Plan for the residents of the Keyway area. The

purpose of the plan was to develop in detail the sx^ecific

criteria necessary for relocation and the procedures required

for its implementation.

The specifics of this plan ,and its implementation center

about the relocation housing needs necessary to accommodate

6W3 families, individuals and the relocation of 125 business

establishments from the project area onto approved relocation

sites in other areas of the city. Essentially, the relocation



plan concerns itsolf primarily with physical aspects of relo-

cation housing and the basis for determining housing which

was considered "decent, safe, and sanitary." Herein lies its

woaknoss.

V.hile there is much that is laudable in the Topelca plan,

especially when considering the efforts of certain other

cities in rolocation planning, it does not soern to go far

enough in sons respects. './hat was needed in the formulation

of this plan was a cogent awareness on the part of the agency

of the social needs of the relocatees and the necessity for

providing a proper environment to develop healthy social at-

titudes. Unfortunately, nowhere in the relocation plan was

consideration given to this premise nor was it really ever a

significant factor in the relocation process. Fundamentally,

in the case of Topelca, relocation broke down into the simple

expedient of relocating people from one area of blight and

dilapidation in which the majority lived in substandard hous-

ing into areas of dilapidation where the relocatees live in

standard housing. This seems inconsistent with what should

be the hoped-for results of urban renewal. The concept that

while helping to materially aid the relocatee physically by

providing proper housing aid should be given them in the form

of providing an environment which will encourage them to re-

adjust and develop a sense of current social awareness and

responsibility.


